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Fighting Pollution Made by Humankind

The League of Nations and the Endeavors of the
Convention against the Pollution of the Sea by Oil

1.1 Introduction

Four years after the guns had finally fallen silent, another alarming threat
emerged from the sea. Communities in cities, towns, and resorts along
the shore watched with growing fear how World War I endured, at least
with regard to its dark environmental aftermath. A thick layer of oil
covered the shores of many different countries, disturbing everyday life
and badly affecting tourism, fisheries, and other commercial activities.

Great Britain and Germany were the first to notice this oil pollution
near the shore. It was no surprise that two of the most industrialized
European nations were also the first to be severely affected by the conse-
quences of their technological and economic development. Soon after,
several other states such as France, the Netherlands, and the United
States reported on the same problem. The strange thick layer of filth
that began to blanket different shores first appeared in countries that had
been through the Industrial Revolution.

The oil was doing much worse than just damaging the view. People,
especially nature lovers, started to notice a parallel disturbing phenom-
enon: thousands of dying seabirds started to cover the shores along
shipping routes, poisoned by oil that polluted the water.

Although the League of Nations was coping with so many other – and
to a certain extent more acute – consequences of World War I, some
groups and states found that the 1930s were the right time to approach
the League’s high-ranking officials. These bodies wished for the League,
along with the entire international community, to lead a campaign for an
international convention that would control – and finally reduce – levels
of oil pollution in the sea.

The first chapter will explore different discussions and legal acts of the
League of Nations as it dealt with the growing problem of pollution of the
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seas and oceans by oil in the period under investigation. In the following
sections, I will examine how different environmental perspectives, ideas,
and solutions were defined and articulated while the League was chal-
lenged both by environmental pollution of the oceans, and by competing
interest groups pushing the League to support their various agendas.

This chapter has three central parts (in addition to the introduction).
First, in order to situate the interwar story of oil pollution as a part of
a developing environmental-legal plot, the chapter starts with a short
historical review of the issue of oil pollution of the sea. The first section
will describe the evolving problem – and awareness – of seas becoming
polluted by oil discharge. It will show that the interwar period was not the
first time human communities were concerned about the implications of
pollution of the sea on their interests. Relying on a linear-historical
perspective, the role of the League will be examined and evaluated as
part of a continuing transnational problem, such as the example of the
Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of Navigable Waters,1 which
was triggered by a similar cause but chose to deal with the environmental
challenge outside of the auspices of the League.

The second (and central) section of the chapter explores the ways in
which the League became involved in the evolving challenge of solving
the pollution crisis. I will start with the first calls that advocated for saving
the birds from death. The focus on the role of NGOs will support my
claim that this planned international environmental-legal advocacy devi-
ated from domestic constraints and barriers.

In this section, I will further track the activity of a special committee of
experts the League had assembled (through its Communications and
Transit Organisation) in order to study the issue of oil pollution. I will
explore the committee’s intensive discussions on new means of inter-
national regulation that aimed to fight oil pollution of the sea as
a consequence of oil discharge from ships, on the proponents and
opponents of the legal campaign, and on the outcome of the League’s
efforts: the special convention against the pollution of the sea by oil,
which was introduced in 1935.

Following this historical narrative, I will wrap up with some brief
conclusions. Having looked at the legal and practical outcomes of
the special campaign of the League, I will also provide an overview of
the post-League era. Here, my main claim is that, in order to evaluate the
League’s historical role as an agent of environmentalist considerations,

1 Mostly referred to as the Washington Conference of 1926.
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we should also compare its antipollution efforts with later developments –
and obstacles – in terms of international environmental law and pollu-
tion of the seas and oceans. In that sense, the timeline that the League was
part of did not break once the League dissolved. Unfortunately, pollution
of the sea continued to be a troubling environmental – and legal –
problem in the second half of the twentieth century: as an international
or regional, as well a local-national, problem. Although the League ceased
to exist, some of the tensions and the suggested solutions it discussed in
the 1930s were still on the table.

In this chapter, which is also the first tangible opportunity to revisit the
League’s complex environmental regime, I will examine the convention’s
intensive and ambitious efforts against the pollution of the sea by oil. This
international effort engaged different bodies, some of which were affili-
ated with the League, and some of which were independent but still in the
League’s orbit. As I will show, this early environmental campaign turned
to firm and explicit legal mechanisms in order to achieve its goals. By
doing so, the campaign captured the attention and resourcefulness of
some of the leading forces and persons of interwar diplomacy.

As I will elaborate, several officials and organs of the League were
involved in the long and complex process of legal consultation and
coordination that went into preparing an international convention.
While the environmental problem was escalating, the League focused
on the dangers and costs of oil pollution, given that it viewed the sea as an
international common. Moreover, most of the discussions and consult-
ations, which lasted several years, took place under the direct auspices of
the League, and leaned on a new type of institutionalized international
law that was, literally, under construction. This was not merely
a “technical” fact, but also one that had historical, environmental, and
legal significance.

Despite the bustling antipollution activity and fierce legal-environmental
battle between conservationist groups from all around the world and pro-
industrial bodies, both environmental history and legal studies have tended
so far to skip this interwar story of birds, oil, and shipping.

The League of Nations was not the first body to deal with the outcomes
of pollution. In the age of sailing, there was naturally no problem of
pollution along coasts or harbors.2 However, as sailing gave way to coal

2 There was an incipient problem that resulted from the careless deposit of refuse. Thus,
early preindustrial pollution legislation existed as early as 1814 in Great Britain to prohibit
emptying rubbish or filth into any navigable, river, harbor, or haven. See 54 Geo. 3, c. 159.
§ 11 (1814).
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and coal in turn gave way to oil after World War I, modern societies had
to learn to cope with the side effects of the commercial and industrial
development of shipping.

However, studies that have focused on polluted marine environments
from the period that preceded the second half of the twentieth century
are rather scarce. Moreover, most of the legal or environmental history
that has studied the effects of oil pollution and legal remedies or reactions
at the turn of the twentieth century has focused primarily on domestic
and national legal campaigns –mainly in British andAmerican contexts –
but has not been very interested in transnational and international
endeavors.3 Joseph A. Pratt, for instance, focused only on the environ-
mental legal campaign of the 1924 American Oil Pollution Act,4 and
analyzed the legal entanglements in that period.

Furthermore, although there are a few examples of legal history that
have explored different legal measures that aimed to fight oil pollution
and which moved beyond domestic and local test cases, they neverthe-
less skipped the interwar period. Joseph Sweeney, for instance, studied
local legal campaigns as early as 1908 (in Britain and the United States),
as well as transnational frameworks (such as the convention achieved at
the 1926 Washington Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of
Navigable Waters). However, even this kind of “multidimensional”
broad description almost completely overlooks the role of the League.
In his survey, which stretches over more than fifty pages, the League is
mentioned only once and very briefly, to say the least: “During the
interwar years, action to implement an international regime to control
oil pollution was requested by the League of Nations; but nothing was
accomplished.”5

The international dimension of oil pollution only began to be
revealed in environmental and legal literature after the late 1960s or
1970s, where studies exploring later or current periods used similar
research questions to the ones that I use in this study.6 Earlier attempts

3 One well-known exception is the abundant discussion on the many interpretations of the
Trail Smelter arbitration between the United States and Canada. See, among others, Alfred
P. Rubin, Pollution by Analogy: The Trail Smelter Arbitration, 50 OR. L. REV. 259 (1971).

4 JOSEPH A. PRATT , BLACK WATERS : RESPONSES TO AMERICA ’S FIRST OIL POLLUTION

CRIS I S (2008).
5 Joseph C. Sweeney, Oil Pollution of the Oceans, 37 FORDHAM L. REV. 155, 189 (1968).
6 See, among others, Daniel Owen, TheMarine Implementation of the EC Birds and Habitats
Directives: The Cases of Shipping and Oil Exploration Compared, in CHALLENGING

COASTS BOOK SUBTITLE : TRANSDI SC IPL INARY EXCURS IONS INTO INTEGRATED

COASTAL ZONE DEVELOPMENT 159 (Leontine E. Visser ed., 2004).
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to regulate oil pollution by law other than domestic law, as argued in
works such as those of Sweeney or Tafsir Johansson and Patrick
Donner,7 mostly classified oil pollution damage as maritime tort,
while “other systems of law” were not and still are not very successful
in their attempt to codify this procedure by means of international law.8

However, research that focused on the damage caused to birds by
oil pollution seems to be more substantial. Besides current works
that move between environmental and legal perspectives,9 studies
have described environmental history that warned of the dramatic
impact of oil pollution on animals – and birds in particular. Early
twentieth-century NGOs (such as the British Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds, and the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals) warned in the interwar period that all it took
was a small amount of oil to cause lethal consequences to both birds
and their eggs.10

Scholarship that analyzed international protection of birds was
carried out in the early twentieth century and interwar period.
Sherman Hayden, for instance, reviewed legal agreements that aimed
to protect birds (and other animals) by means of international law.11

G. A. Brouwer also studied the roots of institutional frameworks
working to protect birds as part of international biodiversity.12 It
should be mentioned, however, that although these kinds of studies
were interested in transnational patterns, the study of legal arrange-
ments intended to protect bird life in various regions was not as
widespread as the study of other legal arrangements (mostly in imper-
ial contexts) that strove to preserve wildlife species such as lions, tigers,
and elephants.13

7 TAFS IR JOHANSSON & PATRICK DONNER, THE SHIPP ING INDUSTRY, OCEAN

GOVERNANCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW IN THE PARADIGM SHIFT : IN SEARCH OF

A PRAGMATIC BALANCE FOR THE ARCTIC (2015).
8 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 169.
9 See, e.g., G. Troisi, S. Barton & S. Bexton, Impacts of Oil Spills on Seabirds: Unsustainable
Impacts of Non-Renewable Energy, 41 INT ’L J . HYDROGEN ENERGY 16549 (2016).

10 A DICT IONARY OF BIRDS 407 (Bruce Campbell & Elizabeth Lack eds., 1985).
11 SHERMAN STRONG HAYDEN, THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECT ION OF WILD LIFE : AN

EXAMINAT ION OF TREATIES AND OTHER AGREEMENTS FOR THE PRESERVATION OF

BIRDS AND MAMMALS (1942).
12 G. A. BROUWER, THE ORGANISATION OF NATURE PROTECTION IN VARIOUS

COUNTRIES (1938).
13 See, among others, RACHELLE ADAM, ELEPHANT TREATIES : THE COLONIAL LEGACY

OF THE BIODIVERS ITY CRIS I S (2014).
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As I will elaborate, some scholars who have studied the issue of oil
pollution in legal terms, such as Ekaterina Anyanova14 and Edgar Gold,15

entirely skipped the first half of the century and treated the problem as
a clear post–World War II issue of international law.

Indeed, even before starting the story of this chapter in early environ-
mental law, I am tempted to open with a (bitter) spoiler: this case study of
the entanglements concerning the League’s antipollution initiative is,
ultimately, a history of failure. Most of the hopes and goals of the original
plans were not fulfilled, at least not during that time.

However, numerous elements were reflected in the many convolutions
of the antipollution convention: environmental notions and perspectives;
the central role of professional experts and scientific expertise in the
discourse of international law as a source of legitimacy; the economic
interests that challenged environmental and scientific interests; the
involvement of different NGOs, non-state actors, and other bodies in
the game of international law; the interactions between traditional
powers and traditional diplomacy vis-à-vis new emerging states eager
to have a say in how international law was to be constructed – and
formulated – by the League as an unfamiliar forum; the relatively wide
media coverage; and the new routine and mechanisms of crafting and
shaping international law.

In this chapter, I will argue that we should refer to the antipollution
convention not only as a case study in environmental history, but also as
an opportunity to deepen our understanding of the routine and work
methods of different departments and organs of the League as an institu-
tion. The League developed internationalism and shaped international
law as a whole, and not only with its environmental regime. In many
ways, the players, organizations, and other interested parties that played
a role in the battle of the convention were not only concerned for the sake
of the polluted seas, or for dying poisoned seabirds. They were also
advocating for what they saw as justified ways in which the League and
other nations should shape (or not) international law per se.

Likewise, as with several other environmental issues the League was
handling, different parties had interpreted the pollution crisis as an
environmental issue, as well as one that projected dilemmas and basic

14 Ekaterina Anyanova, Oil Pollution and International Marine Environmental Law, in
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT – AUTHORITAT IVE AND LEADING EDGE CONTENT

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 29 (Sime Curkovic ed., 2012).
15 EDGAR GOLD, HANDBOOK ON MARINE POLLUT ION (1998).
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definitions of international law such as sovereignty, territorial waters,
and relations between superstate organizations and nation states.

1.2 Historical Background of Polluted Seas and
Human Concerns

Before the League took a hold of the oil pollution discussion, there were
also earlier attempts to solve the problem: first by domestic means (in
Britain and the United States), and then also beyond local and national
barriers. The following section will briefly introduce the landmark devel-
opments of oil pollution along the evolving historical timeline: first, it
was a national problem (Section 1.2.1); then, when local measures were
not successful, the issue of oil pollution became a transnational regional
concern (Section 1.2.2); and finally, it became an international issue that
was given to the League to solve.

The sections that follow will mainly provide a linear-chronological
overview. However, it should also be noted that, in certain places, I have
chosen to describe the evolution of the discussion through a different
lens: when the national-domestic character of the antipollution campaign
transformed, becoming regional and then international in its dimen-
sions. This kind of description also exemplifies the shift from local to
international, and justifies the central role of the League as it treated the
concern for pollution of the sea as an international matter that demanded
collective action.

1.2.1 Polluted Seas As a Domestic Problem: Concerns of Oil Pollution
in Britain and the United States

WorldWar I marked not only the end of the long nineteenth century and
a turning point in modern history, but also a time that introduced major
changes in modern technology in general, and inmeans of transportation
in particular. True, oil-fueled ships had been sailing back and forth prior
to the bitter autumn of 1914, but combat needs and considerations16

together with the efficiency of oil engines led to a fairly rapid change in
that feature of naval (and then commercial) transportation. In fact,

16 Compared to coal-fueled battleships, oil-fueled battleships were much safer to navigate in
dangerous water, as they produced less smoke and were thus less visible and therefore less
easily detected by the enemy. Moreover, the fact that oil-fueled ships were faster and
quicker to navigate within the turbulent waters of World War I made the choice much
easier.
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already during the battles of WorldWar I, Britain entrusted its navy with
oil-fueled ships instead of the traditional nineteenth-century steam- or
coal-fueled ships.17

Once the war was over, the naval fleets decided not to revert to the
technology of their former ships; moreover, they encouraged the mer-
cantile fleet to follow suit, not only in Britain, but in most of the leading
maritime nations of that time. As the interwar period began, the naval
and maritime world that unfolded was very different from the one that
preceded it.18 Before World War I, less than 3 percent of ships in
operation used oil-fueled engines; in 1922, shortly after the establishment
of the League, this figure was nearly a quarter.19

One of the outcomes of this technological shift in marine transporta-
tion was the phenomenon of polluted waters due to oil refuse. Experts
were the first to identify the link between the technological developments
in shipping and the negative effect on nature and animals.20 At first, in
the aftermath of World War I, ornithologists had assumed that sunken
submarines and naval wrecks that had been lost during the battles were to
blame for the oil, and that it would not take long for this toxic side-effect
to disappear from the shore.

However, the real reason was different. Ship crews flushed their oily
tanks with seawater, which they then discharged into the open sea in
ports all around the globe. The floating muck was not from oil spills,
wrecks, or sunken submarines but rather the constant cleaning proced-
ures. Moreover, ships also pumped used oil overboard.

Four years after the guns became silent, the British Royal Society for
the Protection of Birds (hereinafter RSPB) moved to solve the worsening
problem. In its Annual Report bulletin of 1922, the Society observed that
instead of fading away slowly with the ocean waves, the oil problem
remained and had actually become even worse – it had “developed with
alarming rapidity until now the cry is heard from all around our
shores.”21

17 DANIEL YERGIN , THE PRIZE : THE EPIC QUEST FOR OIL , MONEY , AND POWER 86
(1991).

18 For a discussion on the technological developments with regard tomarine transportation,
see SONIA SHAH, CRUDE: THE STORY OF OIL 9–10 (2006).

19 22.34%, to be accurate. See Rudolf Drost, Die Oelpest und ihre Wirkung auf die Lebewelt
des Meers, 4 NATURFORSCHER 541 (1927–1928).

20 Anna-Katharina Wöbse, Oil on Troubled Water? Environmental Diplomacy in the League
of Nations, 32 DIPLOMATIC HIST . 519, 525 (2008).

21 ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECT ION OF BIRDS 8
(Presented at the Annual General Meeting, Mar. 7, 1923) (London; 1922).
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The RSPB, which would become one of the main forces behind the
antipollution campaign, turned public attention (first in Britain) in the
early 1920s to the problem at sea and on the shores. Since the exact details
were not yet completely clear at that time, devoted NGOs22 quickly
worked to establish a link between the increase in marine transportation
and the disturbing number of oil-covered seabird carcasses covering
European and North American beaches. NGOs were also the first to
warn the public that all it took was a small amount of oil to cause lethal
consequences to both birds and their eggs.23

The RSPB spoke on behalf of the dying, poisoned birds, but the birds
were not the only victims of the industrial-technological development.
An eclectic coalition of interest groups was created in the 1920s, sharing
the damages caused by oil refuse at sea.

Tourists and touristic business, for instance, complained in the early
1920s about the side effects of oily water. Fishermen and fisheries saw
their properties badly affected by the pollution; so did civilian authorities
with regard to public safety, given the danger of flammable sludge on shores
under their responsibility. Insurance corporations were also worried: not
because of the terrible agony of the birds, but because of the risks posed by
the flammable marine-transportation stains and their financial costs.
Landlords were concerned that the market value of their real estate would
be damaged by these disturbing phenomena.24 All of these parties had their
own interests to protect in the anti-oil-pollution campaign, which can
almost be seen as an early-twentieth-century version of a grassroots move-
ment representing different voices. The collaboration between nature-
protection associations, tourism businessmen, civil servants, and others25

constituted a call to put an end to the pollution threatening what each held
dear.

At first, as with other environmental challenges that troubled the interwar
world,26 different states tried to find their own, national solutions. As the use

22 Especially British NGOs, but as I will elaborate also Dutch, French, German, and
American nature-protection associations.

23 A DICT IONARY OF BIRDS , supra note 10, at 407.
24 For a discussion on the collateral damage effect of oil pollution see, for instance, SONIA

Z. PRITCHARD, OIL POLLUTION CONTROL (1987). During the American Congress’s
discussions on the oil pollution problem, Congress elaborated on the variety of parties
that threatened by the problem, including the “potential fire hazards, destruction of
fisheries, and depreciation of seashore resort properties.” See 42 Stat. 821–22 (Pub. Res.,
No. 65 of July 1, 1922) (quoted by Sweeney, supra note 5, at 187).

25 Wöbse, supra note 20, at 526–27.
26 Mainly, as the next chapter will uncover, the whaling dilemma.
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of oil by shipping and industry dramatically increased, local authorities in
charge of ports and parliaments in different states27 took action bymeans of
special port regulations to prohibit the discharge of oil in certain harbors.28

The first important versions of general legislation forbidding the
discharge of oil in territorial waters were enacted in Britain in 1922 and
in the United States in 1924. In Britain, the Oil Pollution Act of 1922
limited the common practice of discharging and washing oil from ships
to a distance of at least three miles from the shore. At almost the same
time, the United States enacted a similar law in 1924, thanks to the quasi-
environmental lobby of the National Coast Anti-Pollution League.29 The
American Oil Pollution Act of 192430 was also based on the principle of
banning oil discharge from ships within territorial waters.31

This phase of national legislation briefly described above would even-
tually pave the way (inadequately, as it turned out) for future develop-
ments. Although bills were passed by the legislator, there were already
those who called to move beyond the limits of domestic legislation, as the
issue had become an international problem. Already during the discus-
sions on the American Act, Congress requested that the President con-
vene an international conference of maritime nations to determine

27 Iceland, for instance, was one of the first countries to enact a formal antipollution
regulation of its own. It is also interesting to note that Iceland was a rather unique case
with its maritime legislation. Compared to the whaling problem, it was Iceland, and no
other nation, that first introduced early whaling law. See the following discussion in
Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.6 in Chapter 2.

28 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 187.
29 The National Coast Anti-Pollution League was a mainstream internal American network

and public-political coalition of elected officials, public health activists and advocates, and
devoted practitioners. Together, they formed this network in 1922 as they fought the
nuisance along the Atlantic Coast. For a study that has focused on the role of this
interesting activist group, see Bill Kovarik, Oil Pollution and the National Coast Anti-
Pollution League, http://environmentalhistory.org/people/gifford-pinchot-and-the-anti-
pollution-league/. Unless mentioned otherwise, all the relevant websites and online
references were last visited on Sept. 1, 2020.

30 33 U.S.C. §§ 431–37 (1957) (originally enacted as Act of June 7, 1924, ch. 316, 43 Stat. 604).
31 According to Sec. 3, “except in case of emergency imperiling life or property or unavoidable

accident, collision, or stranding, and except as otherwise permitted by regulations prescribed
by the Secretary [ e.g. Secretary ofWar] as hereinafter authorized, it shall be unlawful for any
person to discharge, or suffer, or permit the discharge of oil by any method, means, or
manner into or upon the coastal navigable waters of the United States from any vessel
carrying or having oil thereon in excess of that necessary for the lubrication requirements and
such as may be required under the laws of the United States . . . .”

For a study on the American legal and environmental entanglements with oil pollution
in that period see, for instance, JOSEPH A. PRATT , BLACK WATERS : RESPONSES TO

AMERICA ’S FIRST OIL POLLUT ION CRIS I S (2008).
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effective means32 to prevent pollution, so that the problem could be
solved by tools of international law.

Moreover, apart from the need for international action, there was
another problem. Although the American legislation did introduce
some important restrictions,33 no one really knew for sure at this stage
how far the drifting oil could travel. Scientific data was still lacking and so
the distance limits were based on general estimations.

As concerns piled up, public pressure and media coverage of the
British NGOs’ campaign put the problem of sea pollution on the agenda
of national politics. Supportive politicians in Parliament promoted
a discussion in the House of Commons.34 This move demanded tougher
legal measures that would directly affect the shipping industry.

Both the RSPB and another British civil society association working for
animal welfare – the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (hereinafter RSPCA) – threw their weight behind possible
stricter solutions. In their British campaign, these NGOs referred to
a polluter-pays principle and argued that this principle should also be
applied to oil-pollution cases. As such, these NGOs argued that in cases
of oil pollution, ship owners would be held responsible for the pollution
and its collateral damages.35

In addition to the polluter-pays principle, the campaign pushed for
a techno-environmental solution. The main goal of the antipollution
coalition was to use law to force ship owners to install a mechanical device
on board ships that would prevent discharge of oil into the sea. This
separator, which had already been introduced to the maritime industry
before the public campaign started, could remove oil from wastewater
before it was discharged from ships, thereby preventing water contamin-
ation and damage to the shore and coastal environment.36

However, as reasonable as this solution seemed in terms of technology and
environment, it was not simple when it came to the industry’s interests. As
I will elaborate, the shipping industry claimed that a mandatory installation
of separators was both technically unfeasible and, above all, too expensive.

The shipping industry was reluctant to agree to the proposed new
restrictions and tried to dodge the domestic initiative in Britain. The

32 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 187.
33 PRITCHARD, supra note 24, at 6–7.
34 Wöbse, supra note 20, at 527.
35 For a discussion on private law questions of oil pollution damage see Sweeney, supra note

5, at 164–80.
36 Id. at 189.
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shipping lobby – mainly represented by the Board of Trade – argued, for
instance, that the suggested technology of onboard separators would cost
too much to install and required too much room on board – something
a luxury marine transportation vessel could not afford. The lobby further
objected that compulsory installation of separators would create an impos-
sible financial burden for the industry. Given the alleged costs standing
before it, the shipping industry pushed for further discussion on possible
stricter rules concerning zones in which discharging oil would be banned,
instead of agreeing to the compulsory installation of separators.37

Indeed, unlike the doubts raised by the whaling industry in the parallel
dilemma (on which I will elaborate in the next chapter) on whether or not
whales might become extinct due to increased hunting, in this case the
British shipping industry was willing to agree to several restrictions and
did not move to reject them altogether. On the one hand, it was willing to
discuss the cost of further restrictions on areas where oil pumping and
discharge were prohibited. But on the other hand, the non-state actors
involved, and especially the animal-conservation NGOs, claimed that
there was actually no use in debating or even agreeing to the enlargement
of restricted areas for oil discharge. The crucial issue, the RSPB argued
back, was using law in order to enforce a mandatory installation of
separators on board any ship. “The nations cannot, so to speak, sweep
the oil into the middle of the oceans and leave it there,” the formal
bulletin of the Society noted in summer 1922.38 This, the RSPB argued,
was because the problemwas now starting to be discussed publicly, which
introduced an international dimension to the issue.

At this preliminary stage of environmentalism, several actors were
fighting against the convention of treating the ocean as a common
dumpster for hazardous industrial waste or modern waste such as oil.

1.2.2 The Transnational Phase: The 1923 Paris Conference,
and the First International Conference on the Pollution of the Sea

by Oil (Washington, 1926)

American and British coastal cities, communities, and nature-protection
associations were not the only ones that were affected or concerned by
drifting oil. Other countries also suffered in the early decades of the

37 See the RSPB’s description of the shipping industry’s arguments – Royal Society for the
Protection of Birds, 10 BIRD NOTES AND NEWS 18 (1922).

38 Id.
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twentieth century. In this section, I will briefly introduce the main
principles of several regional and transnational frameworks that strove
during the interwar period to prevent pollution of the sea by oil, in ways
that did not take place under the auspices of the League.

In 1923, Paris hosted a nongovernmental international conference, the
Congress on the Protection of Flora, Fauna, and Natural Sites and
Monuments. Different nonofficial representatives of several associations
convened in order to better coordinate their different activities. Led
mostly by the RSPB (and other representatives of British NGOs), this
transnational collaboration requested to take part in the new inter-
national governance that was created in the aftermath of the war.39

Like the RSPB, the Parisian congress served as a site for mutual
collaboration between several national associations to fight the negative
effects of oil pollution in the oceans on seabirds andmigrating birds; such
associations included the Dutch parallel organization Nederlandsche
Vereeniging tot Bescherming van Vogels, or the American Zoological
Society of New York, alongside similar French associations.40 By the time
the congress concluded, all representatives, although they had neither
governmental nor official roles on behalf of states, had reached an agreed
declaration. They agreed that their joint efforts at home – advocating in
the public sphere for domestic legislation in the parliaments – should
focus on the compulsory installation of separators, rather than on dis-
cussions over the size of the restricted zone for oil discharge.41

The Paris Conference was, however, still no more than a preliminary
transnational collaboration – one that did not produce (if it ever intended
to) any concrete “hard” legal instrument. At any rate, different environ-
mental efforts, beyond national frameworks and borders, were part of
a general trend at the turn of the century. Moreover, it seems that the role
of NGOs in this intensifying conservationist transnational activity can-
not be overlooked.

39 On the 1923 Paris Congress see LYNTON K. CALDWELL , INTERNATIONAL

ENVIRONMENTAL POL ICY : FROM THE TWENTIETH TO THE TWENTY-FIRST

CENTURY 50 (1996); ANN HIRONAKA , GREENING THE GLOBE: WORLD SOCIETY

AND ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 35 (2014) .
40 For a description from the mid-1920s on the Paris Conference, see PREMIER CONGRÈS

INTERNATIONAL POUR LA PROTECTION DE LA NATURE (Raoul de Clermont et al. eds.,
1925).

41 F.-E. Lemon&KeithHenderson,Destruction des Oiseaux demer par les dיchets d’huiles de
la navigation, in PREMIER CONGRÈS INTERNATIONAL POUR LA PROTECTION DE LA

NATURE 157–59 (Raoul de Clermont et al., eds. 1925) (quoted inWöbse, supra note 20, at
528–29).
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The next step, the special Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of
Navigable Waters held in Washington DC in the summer of 1926,
continued the growing international concern on the matter. Some
scholars have argued that the Washington Conference came in the
wake of an “aroused public interest”42 that followed the political discus-
sion on the American Oil Pollution Act of 1924. Congress requested that
the President convene an international conference of maritime nations to
determine effective means to prevent the pollution of navigable waters.43

Between June 8 and June 16, 1926, the delegations of twelve
industrialized44 maritime states convened in Washington for the first
international conference focusing on oil pollution of the sea. The confer-
ence was attended by experts representing the interests of conservation
societies, fisheries, shipowners, oil producers, and marine insurance
underwriters.45 The Washington Conference considered the causes of
pollution, the classification and admeasurements of vessels, territorial
zones, and enforcement measures.46

This time, unlike the Paris Conference three years earlier, most of the
representatives were official agents and the delegations were formal –
a reflection of the intensifying threat. Moreover, the Washington
Conference ultimately managed to produce a legal document, not just
a public transnational call for action as in the case of the 1923
Conference: the first International Convention on Oil Pollution. The
fact is, however, that this agreement was not ratified by any state.47

Along with this legal product, the Washington Preliminary Conference
marked two important steps forward. First, it marked a growing awareness
of the nature of the pollution problem as a common international chal-
lenge, one that demanded international solutions rather than national or
regional ones. Second, and compared to the central aim of the Paris
Conference of 1923, the 1926 Washington Conference aimed to use legal
measures to encourage the shipping industry to comply. The main issue
was once again the compulsory installation of separators, a solution that
the industry was deeply concerned about. It seems, however, that the

42 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 187.
43 Id.
44 Except for one – Japan – the rest were European or North American: Great Britain,

Denmark, the United States, Canada, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, France,
Italy, and Belgium.

45 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 188.
46 See Wöbse, supra note 20, at 528; Sweeney, supra note 5, at 187–89.
47 Anyanova, supra note 14, at 31.
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shipping industry still had the upper hand and managed to block the
initiative to introduce compulsory installation as a binding international
standard. According to the conclusions of theWashington Conference, the
installation was to be achieved by means of incentive legislation (of each
state) to exempt the space required for separators from the ship’s payment
of tonnage dues.48

Moreover, the transnational framework in Washington allowed for
some decisive suggestions, some of which served as a legal base for future
discussions on these concerns and possible solutions. One of the central
issues for discussion following the Paris Conference was the demand for
the total prohibition of oil discharge at sea, no matter the distance from
the shore or port. The states involved were not at all receptive to this
suggestion. Just as with the whaling case, where maritime nations such as
Britain and Norway resisted harsh international restrictions – often while
denying that there was a real problem at all – Germany and the
Netherlands49 argued that the problem of oil pollution at sea did not
actually exist.

Unable to reach a binding agreement on the controversial separ-
ators, the Washington Conference signed an international conven-
tion that focused on the alternative option favored by the shipping
industry – the measure of restricted zones for oil discharge. The
different delegations concluded that the zone should be extended to
150 miles.50

Following the Washington Conference and the preliminary trans-
national phase of the antipollution campaign, the efforts to ban oil
discharge from ships and vessels did not cease just because the first
international legal attempt had failed. Instead of letting go, activist parties
looked for alternative institutional and international frameworks.

Indeed, though it would take some time for British unrest to reach the
League’s Secretariat in 1934, the international approach was already
underway. In the next section, I will analyze how the oil pollution
problem evolved, transforming from a transnational to an international
issue, this time under the auspices of the League of Nations.

48 Preliminary Conference on Oil Pollution of Navigable Waters (1926) T.S. No. 736-A,
at 440.

49 Wöbse, supra note 20, at 528.
50 Prior to the 1926 Conference, in certain states the restricted zone covered no more than

three miles. However, as I have mentioned, the NGOs that were involved rejected the
restricted-zone mechanism given its inadequacy in real-time circumstances.
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1.3 The League of Nations and the Antipollution Campaign

In this central part, I will explore the antipollution campaign under the
auspices of the League. Having concluded Section 1.2 with a discussion of
earlier transnational steps such as the 1926 Washington Conference,
I will nowmove further along the historical timeline and focus on several
landmark events.

In Section 1.3.1, I will discuss Britain’s formal request to the League in
summer 1934 to prepare an international solution for the oil pollution
problem.

In Section 1.3.2, I will describe how the Communications and Transit
Organisation, a special auxiliary body of the League, took control of the
issue and summoned a special committee of experts. I will analyze the
preparatory work of that committee between 1934 and 1935, and will
elaborate on its decision to distribute a special questionnaire and a draft
convention in early 1935 to the international community in order to get
feedback on a possible new antipollution convention.

Section 1.3.3 will focus on the various replies and views the League
received, all of which expressed different concerns: some in favor of
creating new techno-environmental requirements that would (legally)
force the shipping industry to fight pollution, and some against these
kinds of measures. This section, however, will present not only the official
stance and replies of various states, but also petitions and calls prepared
by worried NGOs who were advocating for the protection of birds and
nature, and urged the League to use international law to fight pollution.
This section will analyze the legal procedure through which these NGOs
identified the League as the – and not just a – relevant institution to carry
out the antipollution campaign.

As I show, this advocacy “targeted” national authorities before it
turned to the League – and to international law – for rescue. However,
when these domestic measures failed, the NGOs’ advocacy for the pro-
tection of birds began to turn away from domestic constraints and
legislators, which mostly favored the shipping industry’s interests, to
the new forum of the League. This section will hence focus on the
conceptual shift from national and domestic modes of activity to inter-
national modes. This shift saw interested parties appeal to the League to
use its mechanisms to support the antipollution camp.

Then, in the last section (1.3.4), I will explore how the League, relying
on its special committee of experts, intensively discussed new means of
international regulation that aimed to fight oil pollution of the sea.
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The second part of the chapter will conclude with the final arrangements
of the special antipollution convention of 1935, and the compromise it
reflected between the conflicting interests, perspectives, and agendas of
the parties involved.

In general, this part will on the one hand uncover the vast support in
reaching a binding convention against oil pollution and the different
suggested means of preventing oil spills and discharge. But on the other
hand, it will compare the contrasting positions of different states and
bodies, which rejected most of the restrictions in favor of saving the
shipping industry’s interests.

1.3.1 The Save-the-Seabirds Campaign Reaches the League: A Special
Committee of Experts Is Formed

Although it was an environmental collaboration of associations led by the
RSPB and the RSPCA that first opened up a national discussion in Britain
on the problem of oil pollution (which thenmoved into the transnational
sphere), the issue was also tackled by another player of interwar inter-
nationalism. Just as in the case of the endangered whale, scientists were
among the first to identify the oil problem and to turn to the League for
rescue.

An American biologist, George Wilton Field, presented his petition in
1931 that urged the League to lead the charge against oil pollution in the
oceans. Doctor Field was a pioneer in the field of shellfish aquaculture
and water pollution and took an interest in different conservation
issues.51 Field addressed the Economic Committee of the League and
shared with it his scientific findings52 on the issue.

51 On Field’s role in the American conservation movement, see WALTER J . WILSON,
GEORGE WILTON FIELD, 1863–1938: A PIONEER CONSERVATIONIST (1968).

52 The scientific and professional expertise of different persons who approached the League
and its auxiliary bodies became a central characteristic of the League’s activity. Dr. Field
gained his reputation as a leading biologist in North America, having joined the Bureau of
Biological Survey of the United States Department of Agriculture in the middle of the
1910s, and having supervised the seventy-four national American bird and mammal
reservations.

In a similar way to the international, or at least transnational, affiliation of other
interwar scientists (advocating for and in front of the League), Field became a formal
consultant to the government of Brazil in the early 1920s on matters of environmental
conservation of birds and other species. His international prestige and field of expertise
also afforded him the position of United State representative for international cooper-
ation on water pollution control under the auspices of the League.
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Doctor Field, as representative of objective science, seemed to be
advocating for a set of different considerations. On the one hand, given
the large number of seabird deaths, he urged the League to use inter-
national law, and its authority and influence, to fight against the pollution
of the oceans. But on the other hand, he also relied on economic argu-
ments. Dying birds (and their protectors among the conservationist
NGOs) were calling on the League to rescue them from deadly poisoning;
but this agonizing phenomenon also had negative economic impacts.
People had to pay higher taxes and more money for increased food
prices, and for the betterment of seaside leisure resorts and tourism
businesses that were suffering from the consequences of oil pollution
on the shore.53

The invitation that was extended to the League and “its” institutional-
ized international law did not only come from America. Even when
NGOs (primarily in Britain) began to suggest a transnational approach,
domestic pressure did not cease. The British NGOs had hoped that the
delegations would agree on stricter solutions for the pollution problem
back at the transnational conferences in Paris and Washington in the
1920s; with this in mind, the parallel political campaign at home con-
tinued, targeting the industry’s reluctance to cooperate.

Conservationist or pro-conservation politicians encouraged the gov-
ernment in the early 1930s to promote suitable regulations outside
British Isles. In 1931, in the House of Commons, Sir Alfred Cooper-
Rawson, a businessman and Conservative Party Member of Parliament,
officially supported an international move – of the League – led by
Britain. Great Britain was, according to him,

still the largest maritime Power in the world, and although Britannia may
not rule the waves, there is no reason why she should not keep them clean,
and set an example to other countries. If we set that example to other
countries by passing legislation, wemay at Geneva get other nations of the
world to follow our example.54

In May 1933, Parliament discussed the dilemma once more. It instructed
the Foreign Office to run a comparative legal investigation to study how
other maritime nations were willing to discuss this issue at the League.55

53 See George Wilton Field, Memorandum on Oil Pollution Presented before the Economic
Committee of the League of Nations, Geneva 1931, Manuscript, Public Record Office
[hereinafter PRO], Foreign Affairs [hereinafter FO], 371/15138 (A6902/2678/45).

54 House of Commons Debates, July 29, 1931, Col. 2300f.
55 Wöbse, supra note 20, at 529.
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As environmental awareness rose in Britain, mostly thanks to media
coverage and the public campaign of local-national NGOs, and as polit-
ical pressure increased correspondingly in London, the British govern-
ment decided to turn to further external frameworks and to approach the
League56 on this matter.

Given the cross-border nature of the problem, oil pollution chal-
lenged national laws that were inadequate. Moreover, faced with pres-
sure from bird lovers, a sympathetic media, and a defensive shipping
industry at home, the British government was hoping to dodge the issue
of oil pollution by handing over any perceived responsibility to the
League. On the one hand, both the government and Parliament were
under growing public pressure to introduce tough new legislation that
would focus on the industry. But on the other hand, the shipping
industry lobby had a political power of its own at the Palace of
Westminster.57 Therefore, it seemed to the British government that
the League was its best option to avoid legal and political confrontation
with a powerful industry at home.

It should be noted that this was likely a strategic political maneuver on
the British government’s part. First, the government suggested that an
external authority tackle the suggested oil-pollution regulation – particu-
larly the demand for obligatory separators – since the problem, they
argued, could only be solved by means of internationalism and not by
domestic legal solutions.58

Concern about reluctant commercial parties at home also encouraged
the government to turn to a superstate forum – this time to the one in
Geneva. However, it did not only intend for the League to find a solution
that would balance the competing interests (and concerns) of environ-
mental associations and the shipping industry. To a certain extent, the
League actually also functioned as a mechanism for adjusting (and
easing) public and political pressure between the various political sides
in Britain. “We should then be in a strong position in the public eye,
having pressed for action and been prevented by the coolness of other

56 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 189.
57 On the political power of the shipping industry in British history, see RONALD HOPE,

A NEW HISTORY OF BRIT I SH SHIPP ING (1990).
58 Compared to the almost exact opposite reaction of the British government in the case of

the League’s initiative for the progressive codification of the exploitation of the products
of the sea (meaning, to initiate an international whaling law), and early British (with other
whaling nations) reluctance towards any international supervision of whaling. I will
discuss that in the following chapter.
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[nations],” asserted one official on behalf of the Foreign Office in London
in October 1933.59

On July 19, 1934, Britain officially presented the problem of oil pollu-
tion to the League. The British government called for international action
to save the oceans from further pollution.60 It seems that without the
public pressure of civil associations such as the RSPB and RSPCA, there
would have been no governmental initiative to begin with, and the
League would not have been invited to solve the problem.

Regardless of whether the initiative stemmed from the government or
an NGO, once the League had the opportunity to tackle the British
government’s request, it placed the pollution problem on its agenda
and gave it a platform. The League’s new institutional mechanisms and
routine were well suited to the pollution inquiry, and it got its own legal-
diplomatic process. Because of the technical nature of questions relating
to marine transportation, the League’s Communications and Transit
Organisation took over. In what would become its familiar method of
prioritizing bureaucratic-technical expertise in shaping early inter-
national governance,61 the League took upon itself the task of negotiating
the oil pollution problem.

In response to the British request, the Communications and Transit
Organisation started to look into the issue and to prepare it for further
international steps. Following the recommendation of “certain
Governments” that approached the Organisation,62 several experts
were invited to form a special committee of experts in order “to study
the question of the pollution of the sea by the discharge of oil.”
Meanwhile, the RSPCA, one of the original pioneers of the campaign,
did not sit idle and hurried to send its communication to the League that
summer of 1934, even before the committee of experts started its discus-
sions. The Society enthusiastically offered its services to the League, and
emphasized that it and its members would be happy to assist the League
with any step in the fight against the pollution problem.63 In the

59 Note, Oct. 30, 1933, PRO, London, FO, 317/17329 (W 12231/7252/50).
60 Sweeney, supra note 5, at 189.
61 For a broader study on the raised status of technical expertise and professional bureau-

cracy in the creation of European modern continental governance, see WOLFRAM

KAISER & JOHAN SCHOT, WRIT ING THE RULES FOR EUROPE : EXPERTS , CARTELS ,
AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZAT IONS (2014).

62 Confidential Summary of Proceedings of the Committee of Experts, Dec. 5, 1934, League
of Nations Archives [hereinafter LoN Archives], C.C.T./P.E./2., 15326, at 1 [hereinafter
Confidential Summary].

63 Letter to the League of Nations, June 29, 1934, LoN Archives, Dossier 50/2625/2625.
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following months of November and December 1934, the committee of
experts discussed the problem during a series of special sessions.64

Despite the seemingly objective request, the proposed committee was
leaning towards economic and industrial interests, as most of its members
represented the shipping industry’s commercial interests. The Italian repre-
sentative to the committee of experts was, for instance, S. Giacchetti, a port
captain, Head of the Mercantile Marine Division at the Ministry for
Communication; the Japanese expert was also a captain, named
Y. Ishikawa, probably much closer to his national shipping industry than
to nature protection considerations. Likewise, the American representative,
Captain Chester H. G. Keppler, was the Naval Attaché of the United States
Embassy in Berlin. It should be noted that the Americans sent an expert of
their own as an official representative, although theWilsonianUnited States
was never a member state of the League. His Danish peer, Captain
F. V. H. Laub, the Director of the Port of Copenhagen, also brought his
professional background in the shipping industry. France sent P. H.Watier,
Counsellor of State and Director of Navigable Waterways and Maritime
Ports in the Ministry of Public Works.65 Among the different representa-
tives who served on board the committee, it seems that the only member
who was not inherently sympathetic to the interests of shipping and marine
transportation was the second Japanese expert, M. Yokoyama, who was
“merely” a diplomat, a Consul-General at Geneva.

In an intensive series of discussions in late 1934, the committee studied
and compared the damage caused by oil pollution to birdlife, touristic
resorts, fisheries, and communities on shore respectively. Its members
analyzed the disturbing phenomenon, its implications, and impacts, and
also suggested reviewing possible ways to solve the problem. However,
compared to other professional committees established by the League,
which included representatives of NGOs (such as from civil society and
nongovernmental welfare associations),66 it seems that this special com-
mittee mostly consisted of experts who were closer to the commercial
needs of the shipping industry and its economic interests.

64 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 1.
65 Who was replaced later on as the discussion went on by C. Lemoine, another official who

was much more familiar with the industry’s interests (he served as Chief Engineer of
Roads and Bridges in the French administration).

66 See, for instance, the case with the special Committee of Experts’ discussion on the
problem of women and children trafficking in Paul Knepper’s The Investigation into the
Traffic in Women by the League of Nations: Sociological Jurisprudence as an International
Social Project, 34 L. & HIST . REV. 45 (2015).
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But that does notmean that concernedNGOs let go of the issue. Opening
the oil pollution problem to the pluralistic and accessible67 forum of the
League gave the signal to a variety of NGOs to step in. As I will show, once
the committee of experts started to fulfill its duty, different NGOs asked to
take part in its work. As in many of the humanitarian issues handled by the
League, civilian associations with different national backgrounds turned to
the League to facilitate their entry into the ongoing discussion.

1.3.2 The Committee of Experts Discusses the Pollution Problem
and Prepares a Special Questionnaire with a Draft Convention

Following the British request, and once the League (through its the
Communications and Transit Organisation) had organized the special
committee of experts, the committee started to discuss the oil pollution
problem. After a series of proceedings in November and December 1934,
the committee concluded its preliminary work and prepared an official
document that was to be sent worldwide. As this section will elaborate,
the committee finalized both a questionnaire and a draft proposal for an
antipollution convention.

As amatter of fact, as other parts of the League’s environmental regime
would demonstrate, this was a part of the League’s routine diplomatic,
institutional, and legal work, which followed the “usual procedure of the
Communications and Transit Organisation”68 and also of other per-
formative bodies of the League.

During this preliminary stage, the British position appeared to be the
dominant stance. As American public opinion changed and the demand
for a solution to the oil-pollution problem slowly decreased, the United
States was no longer officially involved in the campaign, at least not to the
extent that it had been during the 1926 Washington Conference.69

Likewise, other leading forces, such as France and Germany, avoided
taking on a central role and generally preferred to defend their industrial
and governmental interests.70

67 And in many ways, much more democratic than other frameworks in which NGOs could
havemade their voice heard. I elaborate on the democratic characteristics of the League in
Section 5.4 of Chapter 5.

68 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 1.
69 On America’s involvement in the League’s antipollution campaign see Sweeney, supra

note 5, at 189.
70 Unlike the French, Swiss, and German NGOs, who strove to influence the League on that

matter.
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Given that Britain’s official representative to the committee of experts
was C. H. Grimshaw of the Marine Department of the Board of Trade,
and the expert that would serve as the committee’s chairperson, the
formal British agenda eventually elevated the industry’s interests over
those of the NGOs with their petitions, warnings, and demand for
mandatory separators.

The committee, and the shipping industry as a whole, knew how
damaging oil pollution was. Under the subheading “Damage to Bird-
Life,” the committee admitted in its confidential Summary of
Proceedings from early December 1934 that in both Britain and the
United States

numerous cases of the destruction of sea-birds on the shores of these
countries have been reported. The birds’ feathers become saturated with
oil, rendering them unable to swim, fly or dive and thus causing them to
die a painful and lingering death of starvation. In Italy, societies for the
protection of animals have made similar complaints with regard to bird-
life.71

However, despite the reports of “damage to beaches,” “injury to bathers,”
and “danger of fire in ports,” as well as the serious threat that the oil
problem posed to fisheries (it severely affected shellfish and submarine
flora), the committee, on behalf of the industry, strongly objected to any
measures made compulsory by international law. “It was evident from
the answers given that the shipowners in all countries of which the Experts
on the Committee are nationals, were opposed to the compulsory fitting
of separators on their vessels . . . .”72

The committee tended to agree with the industry’s representatives.
Although birds were suffering and dying, the committee admitted that
efficiency and economic concerns trumped the NGOs’ advocacy of
a binding international regulation to make separators on ships manda-
tory. The installation of such, explained the committee’s Chairman
Grimshaw, would result in “a heavy economic burden” on shipping.
The committee felt that it had no choice but to favor the industry’s
interests over those of migratory birds. Otherwise, commercial disaster
would threaten the future of the shipping industry, “which would make
itself all the more felt in view of the bad economic conditions prevailing.”

Moreover, during the preliminary stage of the committee’s inter-
national inquiry, different national industries also complained to the

71 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 1.
72 Id. at 2 (emphasis added).
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League about large ships that were equipped with tankers that would
need separators with a capacity of at least 250 tons. In these cases, the
technical fact was that no separators of this capacity “ha[d] so far been
constructed.”73 However, even if the proposed new regulation were only
to apply to new vessels that would be constructed in the future (rather
than forcing all existing fleets to bear the burden of fitting compulsory
separators), the industrial needs still had the upper hand. The American
expert said that he thought there was a tendency “to instal [sic] such
separators on war ships . . . as well as on passenger ships burning oil, but
not on tankers.” The parallel French position, however, concluded that
French shipowners, like their peers from abroad in Europe, East Asia,
and America, were opposed to the installation of separators on board
new ships.74

Once the committee had removed the threat to industry, if not to the
birds – at least for the time being – it was willing to further discuss other
means on its agenda as an alternative. Instead of the “radical” solution of
separators (to which the industry was strictly opposed), the industry
suggested revisiting the discussion on prohibited coastal zones, within
which the discharge of oil from vessels should be banned.

At that point, the British cemented their pro-industrial stance. Chairman
Grimshaw, in his own proposal, pointed out the “advantages” of leaving
international law as flexible as possible. He proposed a more general
agreement that would leave “individual states” to establish their own
restricted zones. According to Grimshaw’s agenda, the exact extent of the
restricted zone would vary “according to the needs of their respective
countries.”75 As the stricter measure of separators was currently off the
table, the industry attempted to maintain its momentum and to defend its
interests. At this stage, Grimshawwas suggesting amild solutionwith regard
to international law. In the summary fromDecember 1934, the focus was on
countries’ needs rather than on the environmental implications of the oil
problem. These needs, he admitted, might change after a certain time, but
the countries could nevertheless modify the width of their restricted zones
from time to time – keeping, “of course,” the other contracting states duly
informed about these modifications.

However, in spite of their pro-shipping-industry backgrounds, other
experts were firmly in favor of a stipulated width for the restricted zone.

73 Id.
74 Id. at 3.
75 Id.
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The American expert was the most progressive among them, and the
United States suggested that the width should be set to no less than 150
miles; other experts (and states), however, called for a less demanding
width than the Americans had.

The Danish expert explained that in view of “the conditions prevailing
in Danish waters,” his government would hardly contemplate the estab-
lishment of a zone as wide as the one suggested by the Americans.
Moreover, the French expert supported a different kind of restriction,
one that favored the creation of several smaller restricted areas (rather
than one general zone) along those parts of the coast “where oil pollution
ma[de] itself felt.” The French representative to the committee cynically
observed that with the English Channel, which stretched almost 21 miles
to Dover and measured exactly 150 miles at its widest part, a 150-mile-
wide zone might actually “cover the whole distance between the coast-
lines of two countries.” Italy noted, however, that if the committee did
indeed recommend a 150-mile zone, then special attention should be
paid to the question of safety. Italian ships might be imperiled, for
instance, if they were to empty tanks of ballast water 150 miles from
the coast in bad weather, thereby threatening their safety.

Generally speaking, most of the experts rejected the British call to leave
the issue of oil pollution to national-domestic considerations and legisla-
tion, and instead promoted relying on a binding international regulation.
Arguing against the British proposal, most of the experts noted that the
150-mile limit seemed reasonable76 since it was difficult to predict how
far oil might travel. As scientific assessments had shown, this distance
could vary significantly depending on conditions such as the weather and
currents. However, no matter how much the experts argued about how
wide this zone should be, NGOs remained totally opposed to this legal
solution. From their perspective, no restricted zone could ever be wide
enough to be truly effective. As the French expert put it, the problem with
the solution of a restricted zone was that, eventually, “masters would
prefer to discharge their oily water outside the zone,”77 and the ocean
would remain polluted.

All of the experts who presented their professional and national
positions on these issues expressed a decisive objection to the compulsory
installation of separators. The Danish representative stated that his
government would not be inclined to impose such an obligation upon

76 Except for the Japanese, who would agree to a zone that measured nomore than tenmiles.
77 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 5 (emphasis added).
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shipowners. The American expert explained that the United States’
objection to this proposal was driven by the “present economic situ-
ation,” which made it rather difficult to impose upon harbor authorities
this kind of regulation.

The committee, however, tried to argue that from a technical perspec-
tive, it simply did not have the capacity to enforce the compulsory
installation of separators. The Summary of Proceedings also detailed
that according to most of its members, it was impractical to find suitable
barges that could carry out this complicated technical-engineering task.
The Italian member, for instance, stated that in his country, separating
barges could only be found in certain military ports, but not in regular
civilian ones. This was also the claim made by the United States; whereas
in the case of Denmark and Japan, separating barges did not exist to begin
with.

Both the reports handed to the League, and the reports of professionals
who served on the committee of experts, indicate that priority was given
to the shipping industry. Even so, the dangers of polluted water were
becoming more obvious, even to the representatives on the committee.
This likely had to do with the fact that the League’s institutional routine
tended to give scientists and scientific observations more room to be
heard.

In its confidential report from December 1934, the committee took into
account an anonymous warning that was mentioned during its sessions.
Contrary to the shipping industry’s claims that “[a]ccording to some
statements made at Washington,78 oil on the sea quickly evaporated,”
scientific estimations were different. According to one “recent report,”
“only 10% of oil or oily mixture evaporate at normal temperature.”
Moreover, “[a]n English scientific expert had . . . stated that the asphalt
which forms part of the oil mixtures practically never disappears . . . .”79

Moreover, although the committee (mostly) favored the shipping
industry’s interests, its work also meant, as Chairman Grimshaw sud-
denly realized, moving some of the legal terms and solutions away from
domestic jurisprudence and sovereignty: “The Chairperson reminded the
Committee that at Washington [i.e., the 1926 Convention], the question
of exempting vessels from the proposed obligation . . .was left to national
legislation.”80While now in the mid-1930s, the committee was discussing

78 That is, the Washington Conference of 1926.
79 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 7.
80 Id. at 6 (emphasis added). It seems that even Grimshaw was trying to persuade the

committee not to turn to international regulation. In doing so, he also “reminded” the
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possible solutions as a basis for binding international regulations on oil
pollution of the sea.

In trying to place the League’s antipollution campaign on a broader
timeline that reflects the evolutionary process of shaping international
environmental law, perhaps the League’s own comments on the matter
might assist. The experts assigned to the mission defined their initiative
as part of an ongoing process. As the committee of experts concluded its
proceedings and made preparations for a new antipollution convention
through the League, it specifically referred to prior legal arrangements.
Under the subheading “Revision of the Washington Draft Convention of
1926,” a special committee acting on behalf of the League’s Organisation
for Communication and Transit was assembled to follow up on what
needed to be fixed and improved.

Although most of the representatives to the committee were not keen
to see the warnings delivered by NGOs and scientists make their way into
the concluding text and recommendations, the revision process itself
reflected legal – and environmental – development. This was, as
Chairman Grimshaw expressed, an “opportunity” – and one that “should
be taken” – to examine the provisions of the Washington Draft
Convention, which had never been ratified. After all, legally speaking,
the Washington Convention (which was created outside the League in
the mid-1920s) served as the foundation for the improved convention
that the League would soon introduce to the world. However, Chairman
Grimshaw explicitly mentioned that if the League introduced a new
convention, it would not be limited by earlier arrangements. He agreed
that it “would be of advantage to record any suggestion of the kind, but he
wished to make it clear that it must not be assumed that a Convention on
the lines of that of 1926 was necessarily the form of Convention which
might be considered by the League.”81 Likewise, despite the obstacles the
League faced throughout its existence, this institution also offered many
new opportunities. Unlike the earlier Washington Convention, which
was limited by its scope, the League’s new convention would be able to
reach a much larger international community and garner greater

experts that the 1926 Washington Convention had avoided setting international restric-
tions like the ones being discussed by the League’s committee. Back then, he said, for
safety reasons, the discussants and the states involved had chosen not to enforce the
restricted zone: they were reluctant to bind themselves and their fleets in the event of an
emergency (as the crew might have to discharge oil within the restricted zone by the
shore).

81 Id. at 7.
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attention thanks to its institutional framework, routine, mechanisms of
international law, and diplomacy.
The committee of experts revised the original 1926 Washington

Convention (the one that was never ratified), taking into consideration
the League’s international reach. As a result, the first amendment to the
convention reflected the League’s framework, agenda, and institutional
possibilities. Whereas earlier legal arrangements were built on trans-
national ground, the new forum of the League shifted the discussion –
particularly the solutions – into the sphere of internationalism. The
committee deliberated the professional, scientific, and technical consid-
erations of the oil pollution issue, concluding that a new international
agreement should be established to solve the oil pollution problem.
Although the core technical and environmental articles in the 1926
Washington Convention remained an important component of the
newer convention, this time it was the League (as an institution and
not an ad hoc forum) that was going to introduce a solution to the
problem.
However, as the League considered possible improvements to the 1926

Washington Convention, the issue of compulsory separators was put on
hold.

Regarding the compulsory provision of separators, the Chairman
remarked this was a rather complicated matter . . . . There would, how-
ever, be an opportunity of discussing this subject later, when the replies to
the questions relating to it which would be included in the . . .
Questionnaire to be sent to Governments of maritime countries had
been considered.82

Although at this preparatory stage the committee rejected the NGOs’
demand for the compulsory installation of separators (and only sup-
ported their use in theory), the new draft convention introduced at the
end of the Summary included several improvements. Given that oil
pollution was an ongoing problem, several of the articles in the commit-
tee’s new draft focused on improving the ineffective aspects of the 1926
Washington Convention through better legal framing.
Article V of the original 1926 Convention, for instance, used the words

“vessels flying their national flag.” The committee suggested that this
wording, which enabled naval crews and vessels to dodge the restrictions
simply by choosing another national flag (to avoid legal obligations), be
replaced with more concrete language. Stricter legal framing would

82 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 12.
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minimize the instances of ships that were trying to evade legal responsibil-
ity by exploiting customary international law.83 By reframing this article,
the League showed that it spoke the language of international law and was
aware of the shortcomings of the existing legal arrangements.

“The words ‘vessels registered in any of their ports’ have been inserted in
lieu [of the former legal terms] . . . in order to definemore clearly the vessels
in respect of which each Government undertakes the obligations imposed
by theAgreements.”With this, the new, stricter articulation ordered that the
“contracting Governments undertake . . . to take the necessary measures to
render illegal the discharge of oil or oily mixture . . . within any area.”84

This was also the case with several other articles from the original text
drawn up in Washington. Article I of the original Washington text also
underwent revisions that resulted in much tougher legal terminology.
According to the suggested new articulation (Article III in the League’s
preliminary draft), the discharge prohibited in any area prescribed pur-
suant to the former definitions mentioned in the draft included crude,
fuel, or diesel oil – or any mixture containing more than 0.05 percent to
1 percent of such oil. The committee added a remark explaining that it
would be wiser to insert the wording “shall be prohibited” instead of
“may be prohibited.” The issue of prohibition was “so essential” a matter,
the confidential summary argued, that “it would seem preferable to
employ a mandatory than a permissive expression,”85 especially consid-
ering this issue would be a keystone of what would eventually become the
next international convention.

It seems that the main articles of the suggested draft were actually
reclaiming the core issues of theWashington Convention. Only this time,
the techno-environmental obligations were based on the authority of the
League. According to Article III, the governments undertook to establish
areas in waters adjacent to their coasts within which discharge of oil
would be prohibited. And according to Subsection (a) of that article, the
heart of the draft, in the case of coasts bordering the open sea, such areas
would not extend more than fifty nautical miles from the coast.

83 The use of flags of convenience (“Panlibhon”), primarily those of Panama, Liberia,
Honduras, and possibly others, under which many foreign ships are registered in order
to escape certain legal obligations, continues to be a central problem in international law
and shipping. This example of the interwar period shows that international environmen-
tal law also dealt with these implications under the auspices of the League and tried to find
an alternative legal solution. For a study on the issue see, e.g., BOLESLAW A. BOCZEK,
FLAGS OF CONVENIENCE: AN INTERNATIONAL LEGAL STUDY (1962).

84 Confidential Summary (Annex 1), supra note 62, at 17.
85 Confidential Summary, supra note 62, at 18.
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In that sense, Chairman Grimshaw’s original minimalist goal – leaving
the width of the prohibited strip up to the states’ considerations (and to
their legal domestic arrangements) – had failed. Nevertheless, unlike the
drifting oil on the seas, the campaign for obligatory separators seemed to
be fading away as the committee officially turned down the proposed
solution of compulsory separators on ships. In this dilemma, the com-
mittee was firmly opposed to forcing the industry (and the governments)
to install separators on ships. According to Article VI of the committee’s
draft convention, the contracting governments agreed that “no penalty or
disability of any kind whatever in the matter of tonnage measurement or
payment of dues be incurred by any vessel by reason only of the fitting of
any device or apparatus for separating oil from water.”

The suggested draft was not perfect, but it managed to achieve
a compromise between the contrasting agendas and competing interests
of the shipping industry and pro-commercial supporters on the one
hand, and those of nature-protection NGOs, scientific associations and
societies, and independent actors fighting against the harmful effects of
the pollution on their coasts on the other hand.

Having said that, although the committee seemed to be doing its best
to overcome NGOs’ advocacy and demands, this was still not the end of
the campaign. The League’s institutional framework was not homogen-
ous, and at least some of the maritime powers would be surprised by the
broad range of feedback and responses that would follow.

Concluding this stage of its professional work, the committee prepared
the questionnaire and the draft convention for worldwide distribution in
January 1935.

1.3.3 The League Distributes the Questionnaire with the Draft
Convention; States and Organizations Reply

Concluding the work of the special committee of experts on behalf of the
Communications and Transit Organisation in late 1934, the League took
the next step of opening up its initiative to member states, other states,
and relevant parties. The year of 1935, amidst the stormy geopolitical
waters of the 1930s, was an important year for internationalizing possible
legal and techno-environmental solutions to the oil pollution problem.
Although the issue of mandatory separators did not receive the legal
support that NGOs and scientists were hoping for in the former round of
the committee’s discussions, the League remained focused on reaching
an international agreement that would solve the crisis of polluted seas.
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This round of activity, however, had brought with it new participants and
positions.

As part of the League’s procedural routine, the next step was to
introduce the initiative into the international arena. The Secretary-
General, Joseph Avenol86 communicated to the League’s Council that
the committee had informed him that the subject was ready for an
international convention. On January 23, 1935, the Secretary-General
presented a long list of states with the circulated questionnaire and the
draft convention. Shortly thereafter, the League published its proceed-
ings, explaining that

[t]he Committee of Experts were agreed that some international measures
should be devised so as to limit the evil as much as possible, and the
Communication and Transit Organisation therefore recommended that
efforts should be made to attain the conclusion of an international con-
vention on the subject. The advantages . . . are . . . obvious, in that the
damage which is now being caused to property in harbours, to the
interests of seaside resorts, to bird life, and to fisheries, would very largely
if not entirely be obviated.87

The mode of using special questionnaires as a mechanism to engage with
international law received its golden age under the auspices of the
League, as the interwar environmental regime reveals. There was
a general feeling of optimism about this new type of internationalism.
Technical communication had improved and, with it, access to the
international community, largely as a result of the procedural and diplo-
matic possibilities that the League was able to offer as an institution.

Although Chairman Grimshaw assumed that only maritime powers
would participate in the pollution issue or be the main drivers behind
discussions on it, the questionnaire and the draft convention opened the
issue up to a much broader and more democratic international discus-
sion. More than seventy states, members and non-members alike,

86 Joseph Louis Anne Avenol served as the second Secretary-General of the League of
Nations (July 1933–August 1940). Even with the recent renaissance in the study of the
League, the biographical genre of the historical persons who built and led the League in
the 1920s and 1930s is still underdeveloped. One of the very few works in this genre is
James Barros’s survey on Avenol’s role from the late 1960s. See JAMES

BARROS , BETRAYAL FROM WITHIN : JOSEPH AVENOL , SECRETARY-GENERAL OF

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS , 1933–1940 (1969).
87 Summary of the Replies (Part I), Series of League of Nations Publications, VIII. Transit

1935. VIII. 5, Pollution of the Sea by Oil (Communicated to the Assembly, the Council
and theMembers of the League), Aug. 15, 1935, LoN Archives, at 3 [hereinafter Summary
of the Replies].
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received the questionnaire, which focused entirely on the oil pollution
problem. Among the list of states who responded were maritime powers
such as the United States, the Soviet Union, Canada, and Germany, along
with landlocked countries such as Czechoslovakia and Switzerland. The
League sought to ensure that all would be able to take part in the legal-
environmental proposal.

The survey that was distributed posed eight different questions. The
different governments were asked to state whether they had noticed the
effects of pollution or any other effects in their territories, and to provide
detailed particulars under each heading.88

In spite of the committee’s political, commercial, and pro-industrial
affiliations,89 the League soon saw that the questionnaire opened the
question up to broader international consideration. As other case studies

88 Furthermore, the survey specifically asked states for “scientific or other evidence regard-
ing the extent of oil pollution at sea.” All the member states were requested to report on
the extent of oil pollution and the devices they were using to combat it. The first, andmost
important question, reflected the campaign’s primary goal: it asked the states about the
effects of oil on birds. Then, the states were asked to comment on economic and technical
aspects, and to notify the League if they thought oil pollutionmight also affect fish and the
fishing industry, public health, “the amenities of the beaches for bathing, recreation etc.,
and . . . harbours . . . .” (The League of Nations Communication and Transit
Organisation, Pollution of the Sea by Oil: Summary of Additional Replies to the
Questionnaire, LoN Archives, Aug. 1, 1936, A.20.1935.VIII.)

The third question challenged the relevant states, asking them directly whether or not
they would be willing to agree to an international standard that would require the
installation of separators on ships, “with or without exceptions in the case of certain
vessels.”

Most of the questions that followed, it should be emphasized, dealt directly with the
burning question of separators. “Are you prepared,” asked Question Number 4, “to agree
to an international requirement that such separators should be designed for and fitted to
all new ships which will carry or burn oil?”. Perhaps anticipating that some maritime
nations would object, the committee also added, “If not, please state reasons for declining
to agree.” The next question asked about the types of separators used by the shipping
industry and how much would they cost. In another question, states were asked if there
were port facilities to separate waste oil on shore.

The eighth, and final, question asked states for their opinion about enforcing the
restricted zone for oil discharge (as previously mentioned, this solution was favored by
both the shipping industry and most of the committee’s members). Once again, the
League and its bodies turned to scientific discourse: “It has been contended that oil and
oily mixtures discharged from ships at sea may pollute the coasts after travelling, in
certain conditions, distances more than 50 and even more than 150 nautical miles. Please
supply any evidence, based on scientific or other observations made by your country,
which may bear on this question.” (Id.).

89 Keeping in mind, for instance, the industrial and professional background of the mem-
bers of the committee, as I explained earlier, together with their reluctance to consider the
obligatory installation of separators.
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will show,90 these special questionnaires proved to be far “riskier” than
traditional ones. After all, inviting outside parties to weigh in on inter-
national law allowed them to raise their own agendas and ideas that other
powers – especially maritime nations with their own interests to protect –
might oppose. The “neutral” (legal) tone the League used to communi-
cate its ideas allowed various states and bodies to engage in the develop-
ing discussion in a more open and democratic way. Indeed, these
conflicts of power had not simply vanished with the Paris Peace
Conference, which delivered the League into the post–World War
I era. Political interests and affiliations, alongside economic motivations,
continued to affect international issues throughout the League’s rule.
However the ways in which international law worked and had progressed
had changed. With the Progressive Era behind it, especially in the North
Atlantic, the League based its activity on scientific knowledge and object-
ive reasoning. As the environmental questions show, including of course
those related to marine environments, science diplomacy played an
essential role in defining these dilemmas, their reasons and sources,
and possible solutions.

By summer 1935, although the League’s Secretariat had not yet
received all the replies to the questionnaire, it had received the majority
of those from the leading maritime countries. The Secretariat set about
compiling these responses in a special summary, in which it further listed
the different victims of sea pollution in perceived order of importance:
first and foremost birds, followed by fish and fisheries, touristic resorts,
and harbors.91

As with other environmental concerns, many states – including both
maritime powers and those states not directly affected by sea pollution –
were eager to take part in the evolving discussion on oil pollution.

Having been exposed to environmental issues throughout its work
alongside (primarily British) nature-protection agencies in the 1920s, the
United States’ reply did acknowledge the “extensive damage” to the
Atlantic coast; however, the official American stance framed the problem
as one that had run its course between 1919 and 1930. In 1934, the
American reply argued that “reports from various United States coastal
areas showed that pollution had disappeared or had greatly improved.”92

90 As in the case of the whaling regulation the League developed from 1926, in which it
distributed a special questionnaire that related to the “exploitation of the products of the
sea.” See my discussion in Chapter 2.

91 Due to the danger of fire on decks.
92 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 11. See Sweeney, supra note 5, at 189.
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The British government, however – at least at this point – did not try to
dismiss the problem. The official summary prepared by the League
featured a rather heartbreaking description from Britain, rather than
one that typically might have been more laconic or diplomatic in nature:
“Numerous sea-birds are reported to have been observed dead or dying
in lingering starvation in recent years on various parts of the shores.
Their wings were saturated with oil, and they were unable to fly, swim or
dive.”93 The Canadian report was just as emotive: “Thousands of sea-
birds perish each year as a result of pollution of the sea by oil. . . . [I]n
areas polluted by oil birds’ plumage becomes saturated and they cannot
dive or go under water for their food. They, consequently, cannot feed
and slowly starve to death.”94

But not everyone was so easily moved. Newfoundland assessed
the effect of oil pollution on birds in a single word: “negligible.” While
the Egyptian government did not express a specific opinion on any of the
questions relating to birds, in its response to the question relating to ports
and lighthouse administration, it did admit that the discharge of oil “is
doubtless harmful to them.”95

One way or the other, concern for the suffering birds paved the way for
scientific support, as the French reply shows. “The disappearance of sea-
birds which has been noted for some time as a result of the increasing use of
heavy oil . . . has been brought to the notice of the public authorities . . . .”
The report drawn up by the French focused on cause and effect, scientific
experiments, and professional observations and methodology as a basis for
both international discourse and information sharing: “Professor Portier,
Member of the Academy of Medicine, has studied the effects of the
discharge of fuel-oil residues on such birds.”

The report clearly relied on objective observations and scientific evi-
dence in making its conclusions:

The experiments recently made have been absolutely conclusive so far as
concerns the harmful action of oil on sea-birds; the bird, whose feathers
have been soaked in fuel oil, dies of cold, since the oil cuts off the air from
the bird’s feathers, and water penetrates, chills the body, and causes death.96

Moreover, the experiments carried out by a qualified scientist had also
proved that birds whose feathers have been soaked in oil refuse to enter

93 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 11.
94 Id. at 12.
95 Id.
96 Id. (emphasis added).
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the water. Hence, the birds were damned if they entered the polluted sea,
and damned if they did not: in the case of seabirds, not entering the water
meant an agonizing death by cold and starvation, since they could not
dive into the sea to find food.97

Compared to other interwar environmental problems, oil pollution
seemed much less important in scale. Several nations, such as the Union
of South Africa, Bulgaria, India, Iraq, Italy, Iceland, Latvia, and Turkey
concisely stated in their replies that there was no evidence of the deleteri-
ous effects of oil pollution in their territories (and territorial waters).
Likewise, the Commonwealth of Australia (which comprised the states of
New SouthWales, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, Victoria, and
Western Australia, as well as ten federal territories) did not express an
opinion on any of the points raised.98

Nevertheless, other states involved confirmed the existence of prob-
lems near their shores. Moreover, in their replies, these states challenged
the pro-industrial agenda by explicitly focusing on the effect of oil
discharge on birds and by relying on clear environmental observations.

Denmark, for instance, replied that “regular reports of the destruction
of birds in certain localities and at certain seasons have been received by
the Government”;99 whereas the Irish Free State reported that the “dele-
terious effects” on birds were noticeable, especially on its southeast coast.
Norway pointed out that “although oil pollution has been rarely noticed,
in many localities birds have perished from such effects”; and Sweden,
which did not play any significant role during the League’s environmen-
tal discussions, also stated that there was “evidence of a large-scale
destruction of sea-birds in the vicinity of the Swedish coasts.”100

These replies indicate that most states were convinced that oil pollution
was directly responsible for the death of migratory birds. As a result, this
became the central issue, more so than related concerns such as the effects of
oil pollution on fish and the fishing industry, or the danger of fire in harbors.

Unlike the effect on birds, almost no clear evidence was reported
concerning any of the other issues discussed. In its reply to the inquiry
on the possible effects on fish and the fishing industry, Canada, for
instance, stated that there was “no evidence that fish have changed
their habitat as a result of oil pollution.”101 The Australian reply briefly

97 See the British reply (Id. at 11).
98 Id. at 13.
99 Id. at 12.
100 Id.
101 Id. at 17.
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mentioned that with regard to other subjects badly affected by oil, the
Government could only vaguely recall “one case” that was reported in
South Australia “some years ago,” of a fish that “had perished from the
effect of oil pollution.”102

Given this backdrop, the League understood that the issue at stake was
the willingness to subscribe to an international regulation, but that it
would have to base this decision either on a requirement for compulsory
separators, or on favoring the zoning system – something the committee
of experts had recognized early on. The British reply revealed this
dilemma, which addressed both options. Speaking the language of the
evolution and genealogy of international law, the British reply to the
questionnaire attached the current dilemma of the mid-1930s to
the former pillars in the legal struggle against oil pollution. In this way,
the League’s efforts pursued the measures achieved inWashington, and it
worked intently to revive – and in some instances to fix or improve – the
1926Washington Convention as a legal base. As a matter of fact, the very
question of compulsory separators directly related to the solution that
was brought to the fore in themid-1920s; however back then, it lacked the
authority, resilience, and devotion of the League.

The basic conflict prevailed. The remedy mentioned in the question-
naire – choosing between the progressive but strict solution of compul-
sory separators, and the establishment of limited dumping zones, carried
with it extensive practical, industrial, legal, and economic implications. It
was now up to international law, and the League, to decide the matter.

Earlier discussions that had been held by the committee of experts had
taken into account only certain opinions (especially those of the shipping

102 Id. at 13. Having said that, it should be noted that the French reply (which was an
exception) raised some concerns regarding the damage caused by oil not only to birds,
but also to fisheries and their equipment. France replied to the section entitled the
“Fishermen’s Calling” and explained that stress “should be laid on the damage caused to
fishing-nets and tackle used in contaminated waters . . . . In certain cases, tackle has been
rendered unfit for use, a very considerable loss being thus caused to the owners of the
damaged material” (Id. at 17). Moreover, it had also complained that small coastal
fisheries were seriously affected by polluted water, and that fish that were caught in
places where such pollution was particularly serious very often had a “strong oily flavor,”
which rendered them unfit for consumption (Id. at 16). France also identified a link
between pollution and economic consequences, as it warned that in certain cases, the
impossibility of selling polluted fish had brought the fishing industry almost completely
to a halt, as it needed to wait until traces of the contamination had disappeared. On
several occasions, large quantities of dead, poisoned fish “were seen floating on the
surface, which tends to show that pollution . . .may lead to the wholesale destruction of
fish” (Id. at 17).
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industry). The broader forum of the Assembly, however, was more
transparent as the British response showed when it referred directly to
improvements made in the field since the last (failed) round of 1926:

Societies such as the Royal Societies for the Protection of Birds and for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and many local coastal bodies sup-
ported by a body of opinion are in favour of this remedy [separators], the
advocates of which support their contentions . . . by a statement that
separators are much cheaper than they were in 1926 and that the oil
recovered from them can be used again.103

Moreover, supporting the view of nature-protection associations, the
British report admitted that any option other than separators would
not do enough. The zoning solution was almost useless. The British
believed that “the voluntary action by the shipowners . . . in prohibiting
the discharge by their ships . . . within fifty miles of any coast has touched
only the fringe of the evil.”104 They went on to say that the RSPB “rejects
entirely” any remedy involving the establishment of zones “on the
ground [sic] that no ‘zone’ could be wide enough to be effective, since
there is evidence that oily substances discharged at sea will float for very
long periods, and drift many hundreds of miles.”105

Hence, the role and importance of international law, and the League as
its creator and representative, grew considerably: “[T]the action needed
is . . . legislation . . . declaring that pollution by . . . ships is prohibited
everywhere and requiring that effective measures be taken for preventing
pollution.”

However, in its report to the League (and the international commu-
nity), the British acknowledged that the shipping industry still needed to
be considered. Britain’s governmental report took into account perspec-
tives other than those relating to nature protection and it mentioned the
Chamber of Shipping and the Liverpool Steamship Owners’ Association
in this regard, as a counterexample to the role of the RSPB and the
RSPCA. The Chamber of Shipping contended that the fitting of separ-
ators would be “impracticable” in the case of many vessels, and unneces-
sary in that of others, while it would impose upon the shipowners
“a heavy additional financial burden which, in the present state of their
industry, they could not bear.”106

103 Id. at 18.
104 Id. (emphasis added).
105 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 19.
106 Id.
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Although the British reply emphasized the contentious issue of separ-
ators and the industry’s explicit reluctance to accept them, Britain
decided to step back from the task of finding an international solution –
whatever it would eventually be – including ruling on separators as
a progressive international regulation, and instead entrusted the League
with this responsibility. “The . . . Government is prepared to fall in with
any international scheme proposed by the League . . . .”

When other maritime powers tried to defend the industry, Britain’s
stance ultimately won out. Leading maritime powers such as Canada
rejected the solution of separators on the grounds that this international
requirement opposed industrial interests. The Danish argued that “the
considerable financial burden which would be placed on shipping by an
international requirement for the fitting of separators in ships which
carry or burn oil is out of proportion to the advantages to be expected
from such an arrangement.”107 France refused any obligation to fit
separators, considering such act to be “far too burdensome” to French
shipowners, “who [had] already been hard hit by the present crisis.” They
would be less willing to accept an obligation stipulated by international
law, since the goal of this legislation could be obtained “by simpler and
less expensivemethods.”108 But between environmental concerns and the
shipping industry’s interests, Britain seemed unwavering in its support of
the League’s endeavor to find a solution to the problem of pollution:

The effectiveness of any remedy will depend partly upon its merits but
largely upon international action in applying it. The action of one or two
countries alone could not be effective. While this is the general position of
His Majesty’s Government, it would . . . agree to an arrangement which
made it necessary to fit separators in ships . . . .109

Britain’s support for this progressive – and to the shipping industry,
rather radical – solution of compulsory separators received the approval
of a few others. Besides those lands under British influence, such as
Egypt,110 India,111 and Iraq,112 Spain, for instance, announced that it

107 Id. at 19–20 (emphasis added).
108 Id. at 20.
109 Id. at 19.
110 Which replied that its government “should support” the British agenda on the matter.
111 Which added that it would support the use of international law for this purpose,

provided that the fitting of such separators was not compulsory for small vessels.
112 Which declared that its government “would be glad” to accept an international agree-

ment of this kind.
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too would support the League’s international requirement,113 as did
several other states involved in the discussion.

Those states that rejected the solution, and what they saw as the
harsh enforcement of international law, provided their own justifica-
tions for doing so. The Italian government, for instance, argued that
Mediterranean countries, unlike the northern ones (and the North
Atlantic in particular) had not suffered any serious damage from oil
pollution. According to Italy, this was due to the fact that the
geographical and environmental patterns of the Mediterranean Sea
differ from those of other seas and oceans. In this case, the govern-
ment argued, a modified antipollution regulation should be intro-
duced (if any at all). This was because in Italian waters in particular,
the regular currents in the straits (which Italy claimed were “the
only ones of any importance”) have an ebb and flow that tends to
disperse the oil floating on the water, rather than to send it in any
one direction (as in the case of the British Isles, Scandinavia, or the
Baltic states).114

The variety of responses to this interwar environmental initiative
supports the general claim of the unique characteristics of the crafting
of international law under the auspices of the League. It is true that some
traditional powers that had typically shaped diplomacy, and most of the
world order prior to the establishment of the League, resented and
explicitly objected to this move in international law: such as France or
the Netherlands,115 or nations like Norway116 – with its vast whaling
industry and shipping corporations – who had a clear interest in thwart-
ing this new attempt to change shipping rules. However, other relatively
new players – such as India, Bulgaria, Latvia, New Zealand, Japan,117 and
Turkey – encouraged the League to pursue its revolutionary techno-
environmental solution.118 Even the Irish Free State, despite its direct

113 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 25–26.
114 Id. at 30.
115 The Dutch government declared it too was opposed to the compulsory installation

because of the difficult financial position of its shipping industry.
116 Justifying its objection to the new regulations, Norway replied that oil pollution “cannot

be effectively prevented even by a general ruling that separators be installed.”Moreover,
the Norwegian government announced to the League that it would not be willing to
charge the national merchant marine the fee of ten million crowns, the estimated total
amount needed to fit of all of its ships with separators.

117 Which complained that oil pollution not only damages local fisheries but also affects the
national production of algae and seaweed.

118 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 18–22.
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interests in the shipping industry to strengthen its national economy,
enthusiastically supported a compulsory international regulation “with-
out exception.”119

Hungary was one of the few states that distanced itself from the
antipollution regulation giving as its reason that it was a landlocked
state;120 however, Hungary was an exception rather than the rule.
Other landlocked countries, as well as states with no direct stake in an
oil pollution regulation,121 identified the antipollution campaign as part
of a broader move: the right to become involved in the making of
international law.

States, members and non-members alike, were not the only ones that
took part in the League’s antipollution discussion. Besides the RSPB, the
organization that had started the save-the-birds campaign back in
Britain, other NGOs from different countries identified the League’s
move as an opportunity to get their foot in the door of international
law. In addition to the formal replies to the questionnaire, the League
Secretariat received a variety of petitions, requests, and reports from
nature-protection societies.

Moreover, many of these non-state actors relied on scientific discourse
in their communications with the League. The variety of formal letters
that reached Geneva used a common language: that of objective data and
research. It seems that institutionalized international law, unfamiliar to
some of the players in the post–WorldWar I world, needed to be built on
solid ground, and that ground was science. In the modern culture of the
twentieth century, science had become a source of legitimacy.

Evidence of this came in the form of a report sent by a German animal
rights association, the Hamburger Tierschutzverein von 1841.122 This
report gathered data on dying birds and oil pollution along the German
coast. The report concluded that the only solution to the problem was the
introduction of a world-binding regulation that would require the

119 Id. at 21.
120 Id. at 22.
121 Such as Czechoslovakia, for instance, who also supported the proposed solution of

mandatory separators “without exception.” (Id.).
122 Letter by the Bureau International Humanitaire Zoophile, Mar. 13, 1935, LoN Archives,

50/2625/2625 viii. The scope of the international and transnational cooperation between
nature-protection organizations over the problem of oil pollution is exemplified by this
statement. Originally, the database was put together and revised by the German associ-
ation in Hamburg. The Swiss office of the Bureau International Humanitaire Zoophile,
which itself was a part of the Animal Defence Society in London (with the Duchess of
Hamilton and Brandon as its president) sent the organization’s report to the League.
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installation of separators. Two French associations reached the same
conclusion on the need for separators: a hunting organization named
St. Hubert, and la Ligue pour la Protection des Oiseaux.123

The RSPCA also promised to assist the League “with evidence and
stuffed specimens of birds which have been so destroyed.”124 A similar
offer of alliance came from the American Humane Association, an
umbrella organization that combined more than 530 different animal
rights and nature-protection societies across the nation. The Humane
Association urged the League and its special committee, “to use [its] great
power . . . to stop this whole, unnecessary pollution of the seas [and] . . .
prevent this waste of bird life.”125 Another American environmental
association, the Audubon Society of Illinois, also approached the
League and asked to take part in the discussion on a new global law.
The Audubon Society emphasized the genuine belief of its members, as
well as of other NGOs around the world, in the League and its ability to
bring about needed change for the suffering birds. “We are all sure with
all your able workers, you will perfect an effective means of correcting the
error.”126

The League, as a new and unfamiliar institution, needed to satisfy some
of its own institutional and political interests along the way. The League’s
quest for legitimacy and worldwide acknowledgment as a new power in
international relations also became apparent in the oil pollution discus-
sions. When the League revised some of these NGOs’ petitions, it gave
special attention to media coverage of the oil pollution issue. In response
to the Audubon Society of Illinois’ statement of support for the League,
one of the high-ranking officials of the League replied, “Perhaps . . . you
will yourself find ways in which the support of public opinion can be
added to the efforts now being made by the League for the protection of
bird and marine life.”127

This environmental issue became a quid pro quo arrangement: the
League would address the NGOs’ calls for help and use its institutional
means and power to save the fauna and flora of the planet. In return,

123 Or the National Bird Protection League. A. Feuillée-Billot, De la nécessité d’une entente
internationale pour la protection des oiseaux de mer contre l’huile lourde et le mazout, in
Deuxième Congrès international pour la protection de la nature 155–162 (Abel Gruvel
ed., 1932); See also Comte W. d’Adix, “Les oiseaux et le mazout” Le Bulletin du Saint-
Hubert Club de France (Février 1935), LoN Archives, 50/2625/2625.

124 Letter to the League of Nations, June 29, 1934, LoN Archives, 50/2625/2625.
125 Letter to the Secretary-General, Jan. 8, 1935, LoN Archives, 50/2625/2625.
126 Letter to the Secretary-General, Nov. 27, 1935, LoN Archives, 50/2625/2625.
127 Letter to the Illinois Audubon Society, Dec. 11, 1935, LoN Archives, 50/2625/2625.
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these NGOs would do their best to support the League’s quest for
legitimacy, international acceptance, and authority. In this way, the
Western media’s deepening affection for nature protection in the early
twentieth century served both the NGOs’ and the League’s interests.

The significance of scientific data was also reflected in the procedural
ways in which the League strove to shape international law. Almost every
state that participated in the discussion on the pollution problem turned
to scientific observations. The United States, for example, notified the
committee of experts with a formal scientific observation entitled “Report
on Oil Pollution Experiments: Behaviour of Fuel Oil on the Surface of the
Sea”: a comprehensive document prepared by an associate engineer from
the Bureau of Standards, Department of Commerce.

As with other cases in its environmental regime, as I will demonstrate,
the League actively encouraged scientific research.128 “Certain scientific
investigations have been undertaken on behalf of the United Kingdom
Government,” mentioned the British reply to the questionnaire.129

Egypt’s involvement in the discussion is another example of how the
League’s structure and methods broadened the stage of international law.
Egypt delivered a special report prepared by the Faculty of Science of the
Egyptian University, which described the ways in which oil discharge had
affected the marine environment of the Red Sea. It concluded, however,
that “[n]o effect . . . on the pearl industry was noticed . . . .”130 Italy also
sent conclusions gathered from different inquiries carried out by leading
Italian research institutes specialized in marine biology.131

With its unfamiliar mechanisms and authority, the League posed
a threat with its new antipollution regulation, pushing several trad-
itional and pro-industry players to hastily improve their current posi-
tions. With the possibility that separators could soon become
compulsory, concern about the potential economic and industrial con-
sequences was reignited. Suddenly, other prior legal arrangements did
not seem as frightening as they had only a couple of years earlier, before
the rise of the League. Concerned about future developments in inter-
national environmental law, the government of the Netherlands was
suddenly willing to embrace the former international agreement that it

128 For a discussion on the link between global (environmental) governance and informa-
tion sharing, see Frank Biermann & Philipp Pattberg,Global Environmental Governance:
Taking Stock, Moving Forward, 33 ANN. REV. ENVTL . RESOURCES 277 (2008).

129 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 29.
130 Id. at 30.
131 Id.
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had completely ignored since the mid-1920s. In its reply to the League,
the Dutch government stated, “however . . . [that it was] prepared to
accept the draft Washington Convention which contemplates a study of
the question. Already the Government voluntarily applies the stipula-
tions of this draft Convention.”132

The same alarm can be found in the reply of the Free City of Danzig,133

which perhaps tells the entire affair as a developing story. The govern-
ment of Danzig, whose city was an important port city of the interwar
period, was initially reluctant to support the suggested stricter inter-
national regulations. Originally, the government questioned whether
the issue of pollution called for international regulation at all. However,
as the discussion evolved, some of the players in Danzig began to
understand which way the wind of international law was blowing – at
least at this point in the discussion. Hence, despite its skepticism of the
need for “radical measures,” the government was “prepared to accede to
any international agreement adopted . . . .”134

1.3.4 Finalizing the Antipollution Convention, and the Bitter End

Despite the pro-industry agenda of the committee of experts, and
although many of the involved governments had much to lose if the
demand to install separators eventually became an international regula-
tion, the League and the Communications and Transit Organisation
moved forward with the antipollution initiative. According to the
Communications and Transit Organisation’s explanations, it seemed
that the intensive participation of a variety of states in the international
process of inquiry and consultation – and the strong sense of inter-
national support for compulsory installation – had been a deciding
factor.

In one of the organization’s reports from autumn 1935, the detailed
replies showed that “the chief maritime countries . . . are, on the whole,
against this remedy, so far as it involves the compulsory provision of

132 Id. at 22.
133 The Free City of Danzig (now Gdańsk) enjoyed a unique legal status during the interwar

period. Its strong German affiliation and its history, together with the terms of Article
100 of the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, created its status as a semi-autonomous city-state
that existed between 1920 and 1939. For a study of this complexity (which was published
shortly after World War II), see JOHN B. MASON, THE DANZIG DILEMMA – A STUDY

IN PEACEMAKING BY COMPROMISE (1946) .
134 Summary of the Replies (Part II), supra note 87, at 31.
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separators on existing ships.”While on the other hand, the countries that
supported taking such a step by means of international law were “those
which possess no mercantile marine or a comparatively small one.”135

Taking into account that the League only started to tackle the oil
pollution problem in summer 1934 (when the government of the
United Kingdom first addressed the Secretary-General in July) – and
compared to other international initiatives, environmental and other-
wise, of the interwar period – the fact that it took no more than a year to
introduce a complete draft for an international convention should not be
overlooked.136 This final draft was based on major parts of the 1926
Washington Convention, as well as on the different replies by the states
from around the world. The suggested 1935 antipollution convention
was quite similar to the one that had been published back in 1926 under
the auspices of the League (although it had never been ratified).
Moreover, this time, the environmental agenda was clear and specific
(with the obligation of separators), and it was discussed by the League
and its bodies.

But then, the oil problem was suddenly left behind. Following the
vibrant international discussion based on the questionnaire and the
work of the committee of experts, the Convention against the Pollution
of the Sea by Oil was never actually introduced. Somehow, the sense of
enthusiasm and urgency had dissipated. No serious follow-up discus-
sions on the 1935 antipollution convention were recorded. In the years
that followed up until the League ceased to exist as an institution, the new
convention – and the oil pollution problem – lost their place in the
League’s ongoing agenda and routine.

What were the reasons for this? Some might argue that throughout the
interwar period, the League was occupied with far more acute problems
and challenges than pollution, especially since the international commu-
nity and collective security were hanging by a thread with the rise of
Fascism and Ultra-Fascism in Europe and in Japan.137 This likely had

135 Communications and Transit Organisation, Pollution of the Sea by Oil, Report on the 2d
Session of the Committee of Experts, Oct. 21–25, 1935, C.449.M.1935.VIII., LoN
Archives, at 3.

136 The whaling dilemma, for instance, became an ongoing discussion starting from the
mid-1920s and remained an open issue for intensive legal deliberations throughout the
1930s; it included the introduction of two international conventions down the road.

137 One of the sources that was published during the war specifically referred to the possible
link between the deteriorating external geopolitical situation and the feasible future of
the convention, as Europe and other parts of the world were headed toward another
battlefield. According to this observation, in 1936, when the new antipollution
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a lot to do with the history of the late interwar period, and yet this
explanation cannot stand by itself. As the interwar environmental regime
shows, until its very end as an institution, the League worked intensively
to find solutions for many other concerns, such as sanitation and rural
hygiene in Eastern Europe and East Asia; the whaling dilemma; and the
issue of timber trade and related concerns of deforestation. All of these
issues occupied the League during the late 1930s and on the cusp of
World War II.

Hence, perhaps we should look for other acceptable reasons. It might
be that the League’s already very busy schedule and routine in the second
half of the 1930s pushed some of these problems aside (although certainly
not all of them). Perhaps other environmental concerns seemed to be
more worrying and urgent.

According to the common procedure of interwar international law,
a special international conference was supposed to be convened in order
to finalize the antipollution convention and to introduce it for ratification
by the states. This time, however, it would be done with much stronger
international support and commitment, unlike the 1926 Washington
Convention from ten years earlier. However, external politics beyond
the environment, the oceans, migratory birds, and oil pollution pene-
trated the dome of Geneva and affected some of its tasks besides main-
taining collective security and peacekeeping. Key maritime powers, such
as Imperial Japan, (already Nazi) Germany, and (Fascist) Italy dramatic-
ally withdrew from League at that stage. Due to the turbulent geopolitical
situation, the League’s relevant bodies (primarily the committee of
experts) no longer believed it would be possible or feasible to promote
the convention. ChairmanGrimshaw, although unhappy with the section
on separators (which featured in the final draft), nevertheless conceded in
a letter to one of his colleagues: “[W]e apparently must take it as settled
that there can be no International Conference before 1937, if the
League . . . is in existence then.”138

However, political instability did not halt the diplomatic activity aimed
at the realizing the antipollution convention, and at putting an end to the
oil pollution problem in the sea. In a letter from summer 1937 addressed
to Grimshaw, it was mentioned that representatives of Canada, the

convention was handed in to the League’s Secretariat, the League was still “brooding over
the question [the antipollution convention], but worse things were in store for the
League of Nations and no further word has been heard on oil pollution.” HAYDEN,
supra note 11, at 13.

138 Letter by Grimshaw to Tombs, Apr. 21, 1936, LoN Archives, 50/18544/2625.
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United States, and the Union of South Africa were still working on the
possibility of organizing the conference, at which the new achievement of
the League’s environmental diplomacy could be publicly introduced.
These representatives had maintained their belief in interwar inter-
national law and were “anxious that a convention should be concluded
on this subject.”139

But it seems that the League was on a course of decline as 1938 and
1939 approached. Some states were turning away from the League and its
new mode of international governance, and retreating to mechanisms
and frameworks that had preceded the League: more “traditional” sys-
tems or networks of bilateral mutual agreements and transnational
arrangements. At this point, France, for instance, suggested an almost
copy-paste bilateral or multilateral agreement between different states
without the institutional framework of the League.140

And then, in the late summer of 1939, war arrived and put an end to
this international collaboration that was so close to imposing a new and
relatively progressive environmental regime on a reluctant industry in
order to save the birds, the sea, and the shore.

1.4 Conclusion: Pollution, Seas, and the post-1945 Period – from
Geneva to Stockholm and Back Again

As with other challenges handled by the League, World War II might
have terminated the existence of the League as an institution, but it did
not halt the course of environmental history. The League’s role – and
influence – in legal and other issues did not simply vanish.

As I briefly described in the introduction, some scholars have placed
the pollution problem as a clear post–World War II issue. According to
such descriptions, “public interest in the environment” got stronger, and
coastal states’ concerns about “increasing ship-source marine pollution
and oil spills”141 started to be heard after World War II. Edgar Gold has
argued that the connection between incidents involving tankers and oil
spills in environmentally or economically sensitive areas emerged142 only
in that period. However, the interwar antipollution campaign shows that
the 1940s, and especially the 1950s, should be understood as bearing

139 Letter by Tombs to Grimshaw, Aug. 8, 1937, LoN Archives, 50/18544/2625 (emphasis
added).

140 See, PR ITCHARD, supra note 24, at 64–70; Wöbse, supra note 20, at 535.
141 Anayanova, supra note 14, at 29.
142 GOLD, supra note 15.
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some connection to the League’s effort, even if one believes that these
later developments were not necessarily a direct continuation of the
interwar period.

Like other environmental campaigns of the interwar period, the oil
pollution campaign saw the emergence of certain technological develop-
ments, some of which, it could be argued, were responsible for the
problem of pollution in the first place. In terms of periodization, the
League was established at a time when new, faster ships that were
equipped with different technical improvements began to change marine
transportation and worsened the oil pollution problem as a result.
Therefore, the role of the League should not be skipped in the evolution-
ary process of international environmental law. Overlooking the interwar
period is not only unjustified in terms of environmental history, but
could also lead to inaccuracies, to say the least.

This trend in scholarship not only means that a whole chapter in the
evolution of environmental history is incomplete, but also that certain
milestones in the genealogy of the international regulation of marine
environment pollution are missing. The interwar period stands right
between the Washington Convention of 1926 and much later legal
arrangements, such as the Declaration on the Human Environment
(Stockholm Declaration) of 1972, or transnational regional legal agree-
ments – such as the Convention on the Protection of the Marine
Environment of the Baltic Sea Area of 1992, and the parallel 1992
Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-
East Atlantic. The polluter-pays concept, for instance, was one of the
principles at the heart of the Baltic Sea Area Convention.143 This legal
regime, which was based on tort law mechanisms and placed liability on
shipowners, was already being discussed during the interwar period.144

As this chapter has explored, important environmental concerns of the
1920s and 1930s took their place alongside other initiatives that occupied
the League during this time.

Our understanding of the developing antipollution regime and the
layered structure of international law would not be complete without an
assessment of the interwar period. After all, it was during this period that,
under the auspices of the League, mechanisms aimed at solving concerns
regarding the transportation of oil and oil incidents were first introduced.
The international nature of the problem and its effects upon nature and

143 The Baltic Sea Area Convention was also known as the Helsinki Convention.
144 See my discussion in Section 1.2.1 above.
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communities brought together different bodies, all of whom were con-
cerned about the deteriorating situation. The sea became a particular and
turbulent site of common problems and international law at the same
time.

The migratory nature and behavior of wild birds added an inter-
national dimension to the ongoing discussion, and made these creatures
obvious subjects for international law. Migrating species of birds such as
Audubon’s Shearwater orWaxwings were seen as international creatures
because they challenged the notion and capability of national or domestic
sovereignty. Any measure taken by one state, progressive as it might be,
could not be enough to solve the threats to the survival of birds or to
prevent drifting oil from crossing borders, territories, and sovereignties.
Therefore, the international nature of different species of birds invited
the League to step in as a relevant power.

Ultimately, the League’s actions in this regard were a disappointing
failure. This study does not try to deny either the historical facts, or the
significance of these legal and diplomatic discussions. As Ekaterina
Anyanova, Edward Salter, and John Ford have argued, we can indeed
trace a “comprehensive regulatory regime” on the prevention of marine
oil pollution, and particularly oil spills from ships, however much earlier
than the period to which these scholars refer. This regime, they claim,
developed in international law “in the course of time.”145 These were
important bricks that the League introduced and used to build antipollu-
tion regulation in the second half of the twentieth century (and, in some
cases, also in the early twenty-first century). However, the role of the
League continues to be overlooked in the literature. Some of the examples
of the (more successful) post–World War II antipollution period show
that several central issues on which the League focused prevailed and
reappeared. Further studies into the primary sources would be better able
to decide whether or not these issues continued, or were influenced by,
the League’s campaign.

As briefly mentioned earlier, the Helsinki Convention of 1992 once
again highlighted the mechanisms of legal liability that were introduced
during the interwar period. More generally, Principle 7 of the Stockholm
Declaration,146 which was the first overall declaration that covered
a broad variety of issues relating to the responsibility of humankind for

145 Anyanova, supra note 14, at 31; Edward Salter & John Ford, Holistic Environmental
Assessment and Offshore Oil Field Exploration and Production, 42 MARINE POLLUTION

BULL . 45, 49–50 (2001).
146 The Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, 1972.
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the environment, echoed legal terms that were used by the League.
Principle 7 stated that “States shall take all possible steps to prevent
pollution of the seas by substances that are liable to create hazards to
human health, to harm living resources and marine life, to damage . . . or
to interfere with other legitimate uses of the sea.” This was basically
a repetition of the wording that had appeared in the 1935 antipollution
convention. Article II of the League’s convention demanded that the
“contracting Governments agree to take the necessary measures to
ensure that their . . . vessels shall take every possible precaution to
prevent oil pollution.”

As a matter of fact, the League’s antipollution agenda, together with its
legal ammunition, did not vanish when the League dissolved.
Immediately after World War II, the Transport and Communication
Commission (this time of the League’s successor, the United Nations)
reintroduced the concern about oil pollution of the seas in another
ongoing international discussion.
Once again, the issue was revived. Reports signed by experts piled up

(only this time in New York City and not in Geneva), and devoted
environmental NGOs restarted their international advocacy. And, indeed,
almost fifteen years later than the League was hoping for, the international
conference on the issue of oil pollution of the sea finally convened. The
British took the lead once more, since the British section of the
International Committee for Bird Preservation had set up the independent
Advisory Committee on Oil Pollution of the Sea147 in the early 1950s. In
1953, this Advisory Committee had organized an international conference
in London as a basic structure for the international network of non-state
organizations working for the protection of birds. This time, without the
distraction of a global war, the official diplomatic follow-up was not so late:
in 1954, the United Kingdom convened an intergovernmental conference
of forty-two nations.148 OnMay 12, 1954, the different states agreed on the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil
(OILPOL), which came into force four years later, in 1958.149

147 Phyllis Barclay-Smith, Oil Pollution of the Sea, 7 BULL . INT ’L COMMITTEE FOR BIRDS

PRESERVATION 51 (1958).
148 Indeed, this international cooperation was not under the auspices of the United Nations,

but it gathered states that were responsible for 95 percent of the global shipping tonnage
(see Wöbse, supra note 20, at 535).

149 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, 1954, The Center
for International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), Earth Institute, Columbia
University, http://sedac.ciesin.org/entri/texts/pollution.of.sea.by.oil.1954.html.
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Unfortunately, the progressive provisions that the League had
advanced in the mid-1930s, primarily the compulsory separators, were
now replaced, much to the satisfaction of the shipping industry. The
convention, however, returned to the safety of the restricted zone as
a legal-environmental solution.

It should also be noted that Article 24 of the Geneva Convention on the
High Seas150 stipulated the obligation of states to draft national legisla-
tion on pollution prevention for ships, pipelines or seabed activities.
Moreover, compared to the detailed discussions on specific sections of
the antipollution convention during the League’s period, the “umbrella
convention” of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS), adopted on December 10, 1982151 did not include detailed
rules for the protection of the marine environment, only general provi-
sions. These rules, proclaimed UNCLOS, would be implemented by
means of “future regulations” of international law.152 In other words,
this example shows that the way in which the League dealt with the
problem of oil pollution was, at least to a certain extent, more direct
and explicit than later legal-environmental arrangements.

However, oil pollution, together with its tragic outcomes, was still on
the global public agenda throughout the second half of the twentieth
century.153 Pollution of the sea154 was still an urgent environmental
concern, as it had been in the interwar period. All too often, media
coverage of environmental disasters caused by oil discharge, which

150 Convention on the High Seas, 1958. United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 450. P. 11, p. 82.
151 And came into force on November 16, 1994.
152 See, for instance, Ling Zhu, Do We Need a Global Organization for the Protection of the

Marine Environment, in INTERNATIONAL MARIT IME ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR

CONTRIBUT ION TOWARDS A SUSTAINABLE MARINE DEVELOPMENT 157 (Peter Ehlers
& Rainer Lagoni eds., 2006). Moreover, unlike the League’s intricate attempts to create
detailed legal definitions, UNCLOS provisions for maritime protection (which are
contained in Part XII of the convention) were rather general, though they remain
important globally today. The convention stipulates the general obligation of states to
protect the marine and coastal environment and its resources (Article 192). Article 193,
however, grants states the right to develop their natural resources (under the consider-
ation of their natural environmental policy), and also stresses their duty to protect and
preserve the marine environment. (However, it should be noted that the general provi-
sions of Articles 192 and 194, which deal with the measures to prevent, reduce, and
control pollution of the marine environment, are considered to be part of international
customary law.)

153 And, unfortunately, also at the dawn of the twenty-first century. For a discussion on the
case of the BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2008, see David Bond, The Science of
Catastrophe: Making Sense of the BP Oil Spill, 3(1) ANTHROPOLOGY NOW 36 (2011).

154 Especially from sunk ships and vessels.
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severely affected marine life and creatures that lived on shore (mostly
birds),155 revived the call for tighter antipollution regulation and
a stricter environmental regime. During the second half of the century,
by which time the League had become a historical memory, NGOs – such
as the RSPB, and a new and rather effective organization in town,
Greenpeace156 – played a “significant role in raising the salience of oil
pollution, widening support, and pressuring lawmakers.”157

To conclude, it seems that the current environmental regime still lacks
strict and precise legal protection from oil pollution of the seas. In light of
this, is it really fair to say that the League’s legal endeavors “withered”?158

In terms of legal history, the picture might be more complex. The central
aim – a binding legal document that would mark a turning point in the
evolution of environmental marine regulations – had failed, and the
League ceased to exist before it could see its effort translated into any
later legal arrangement. However, the ways in which the League dis-
cussed notions and solutions, which were close to being fulfilled in terms
of international law, do deserve our attention.

The intensive interwar discussion surrounding the oil pollution
problem serves as a vehicle with which one might journey into the
past of modern environmentalism. First, this discussion shows that
the reason why the oil pollution crisis of our time became an inter-
national issue is because it was already an issue of international law

155 Such as in the famous cases of the supertanker SS Torrey Canyon off the southwest coast
of the United Kingdom in 1967, with an estimated 25–36 million gallons of crude oil
spilled; Ixtoc 1 Oil Well (in the Bay of Campeche, Mexico) of 1979 with no less than
140million gallons spilled; and the Castillo de Bellver (off Saldanha Bay, South Africa) of
1983, with 78.5 million gallons spilled. These and many other disasters that had a huge
impact on birds and the marine environment, and which were caused by the discharge of
oil or sinking ships, had an international legal and environmental legacy.

Moreover, one of the most famous illustrations of the Gulf War of 1991 was the
devastating environmental outcomes of the oil spill – one of the largest spills in history –
that occurred during this crisis. The pictures of dying, poisoned creatures on and near
the shores of the Persian Gulf, and particularly those of dead cormorants and other birds
saturated with thick black oil, disturbed the public. SeeHosny Khordagui and Dhari Al-
Ajmi, Environmental Impact of the Gulf War: An Integrated Preliminary Assessment, 17
ENVTL . MGMT. 557 (1993).

156 For a study on the rise of Greenpeace see, e.g., John-Henry Harter, Environmental Justice
for Whom? Class, New Social Movements, and the Environment: A Case Study of
Greenpeace Canada, 1971–2000, 54 LABOUR / LE TRAVAIL 83 (2004).

157 Ronald Mitchell, International Oil Pollution of the Oceans, in INST ITUT IONS FOR THE

EARTH: SOURCES OF EFFECT IVE INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT ION

241 (Peter M. Hass, Robert O. Keohane & Marc A. Levy eds., 1993).
158 Wöbse, supra note 20, at 536.
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during the 1920s and 1930s. As my examples from the many different
agreements of the second half of the twentieth century show, at least
some of the legal terms can be understood or interpreted either as an
extension of, or influenced by, the League’s endeavors to save the sea
and its creatures. And second, the interwar pollution discussion chal-
lenges the common narrative of early environmentalism. The League’s
antipollution campaign reveals that early international environmental
matters were not issues of Western empires and colonial powers alone,
as mainstream environmental historiography often tells us,159 but
involved a variety of different states and bodies. These new players in
the game of international law included states that were not considered
to be central political powers of that time (such as Canada and Spain)
and who took advantage of the new institutional opportunities the
League had to offer, as well as NGOs from different states that identified
this as a propitious time to advocate for their own conservationist
agenda by using the League’s procedures. The test case of the antipollu-
tion campaign serves as an example of an almost “united” environmen-
tal move from below. The original initiative started its journey through
the grassroots agenda of NGOs, where it managed to find its way to the
highest circles of institutional international law – all the while over-
coming national political barriers and challenging conventional inter-
national patterns of state-to-state frameworks. Along the way, as
League and interwar international law began to focus on the problem,
certain traditional and maritime powers attempted to bury this call and
to fight against solutions they thought would jeopardize their industrial
and economic interests, and put unbearable technical and financial
burdens on their shipping industries. Finally, although this convention
ended as a failure in terms of applicable law, it nevertheless showed how
the League enabled and practiced a democratic, open, and pluralistic
process of crafting international (environmental) law.

Moreover, it is quite impressive that so many states, not tomention the
League itself, were able to finalize a legal agreement aimed at protecting
birds, while at the same time dealing with serious challenges that threat-
ened collective security and stability in the 1930s.

159 See, e.g., ADAM, supra note 13; Mario Prost & Yoriko Otomo, British Influences on
International Environmental Law: The Case of Wildlife Conservation, in BRITI SH

INFLUENCES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW: 1915–2015, 192, (Robert McCorquodale &
Jean-Pierre Gauci eds., 2016); RICHARD H. GROVE, GREEN IMPER IAL ISM: COLONIAL

EXPANS ION, TROPICAL ISLAND EDENS AND THE ORIG INS OF ENVIRONMENTALI SM,
1600–1860 (1996).
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Taken together, the League’s environmental and legal reflections
throughout the antipollution campaign tell a story of environmental
history with its own lessons to offer. Indeed, the bodies that chose to
side with the League in the 1920s and 1930s are perhaps different from
those who have played a role in recent (and current) environmental
controversies in the international arena. And yet many of the same
tensions remain: a reluctant industry that continues to oppose environ-
mental campaigns that threaten its interests; states that refuse to accept or
cooperate with initiatives of non-state actors in the international sphere;
deteriorating nature; and devoted civil-society organizations and vision-
ary dreamers that are quick to recognize new possibilities offered by the
institutional framework and the formative period of the League.
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